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AN INITIAL INVESTIGATION INTO METHODS OF COMPUTING TRANSONIC
AERODYNAMIC SENSITIVITY COEFICIENTS
I. Introduction
This report covers approximately the period from July
1990 thru December 1990. During this reporting period, work
has continued on studies necessary to develop the "quasi-
analytical" sensitivity method for three dimensional
transonic flow about wings. In addition, initial numerical
investigations have been carried out and some very
preliminary results obtained.
II. Personnel
The individuals associated with this project during the
present reporting period have been Dr. Leland A.
Principal Investigator, and Hesham Elbanna,
Research Assistant. Mr. Elbanna has been





The efforts during the past six months and the current
status of the project are summarized by a report prepared by
Mr. Elbanna and contained herein as Appendix I. (Note that
Appendix I contains subappendices A thru D.) As can be seen
from this appendix, the primary effort has been the
continued development of the three-dimensional quasi-
analytical sensitivity analysis and the ancillary driver
programs needed to carry out the studies and perform
comparisons. Currently, the code is essentially contained
in one unified package which includes the following:




(b) A quasi-analytical portion which determines the
matrix elements in the quasi-analytical equations,
(c) A method for computing the sensitivity coefficients
from the resulting quasi-analytical equations,
(d) A package to determine for comparison purposes
sensitivity coefficients via the finite difference approach,
and,
(e) A graphics package.
The total program currently consists of about ten
thousand FORTRANstatements, although it is hoped that this
can be shortened significantly as the research progresses.
Further, in the portion which determines the matrix
elements, a major portion of the code from a time standpoint
is for each grid only run once to determine symbolic logic
that indicates where the non-zero elements are in the
matrix. Once this portion is executed, a typical run
requires 2-3 min for the transonic analysis, about i0 min
for the quasi-analytical setup and solution (relatively
independent of the number of design variables), about 2-3
minutes for a finite difference sensitivity analysis for
each design variable, plus the time associated with
graphical output. These times are all for the IBM 3090 at
the TAMU Computer Services Center.
Thus, at this point the quasi-analytical approach and
the finite difference approach each require about the same
amount of computer time if only two design variables are
considered. However, as the number of design variables is
increased and as the quasi-analytical method is made more
efficient, it is anticipated that the latter approach will
be faster and more efficient.
One of the advances made during the last six months has
been the investigation of various solvers for the
sensitivity equations. As a result, the present scheme now
uses an iterative conjugate gradient method and the
generalized minimum residual algorithm (GEMRES). These
3

approaches appear to be very efficient and for the present
test case only require a total memory for the entire code of
40 Mb. (Note that in the Appendix I, it is stated that the
memory requirements are 90Mb. The larger value was
initially used to ensure adequate allocation. However, it
has since been determined that 40Mb at the most is actually
needed.)
As indicated in Appendix I, some very preliminary
results have been obtained with both the finite difference
approach and the quasi-analytical method. However, as can
be seen by looking at the results, the current quasi-
analytical results are in error. Since this appendix was
prepared, an error has been discovered in the coding for the
determination of the quasi-analytical matrix elements
associated with the wing boundary conditions and the wake.
Consequently, the various MACSYMA codes are being re-run in
order to generate the "correct" FORTRAN code. However, this
is a lengthy process; and new results will probably not be
available for this report.
In any event, it is believed that steady progress is
being made and that useful results will be obtained soon.
IV. Project Status
During this period, additional funds were awarded to
the Grant to cover the period 1 June 1990 thru 31 December
1990; and a renewal proposal to cover another twelve months
was submitted. Subsequently, the faciliate interfacing with
the renewal, the present period was extended thru February
28th 1991. It is anticipated that the renewal funds will be




During the next six months, work will continue on
developing the quasi-analtyical approach. In addition to
debugging the program etc. and obtaining correct answers,
empahsis will be placed on making the quasi-analytical
method more efficient with respect to both CPU time and
storage requirements. Further, work will be initiated to
handle additional design variables, to extend the method to
transonic and supersonic freestreams, and to generalize the
gemoetry specification. Also, after appropriate discussions
with personal at NASA Langley Research Center, consideration
will be given to developing the quasi-analytical approach
for a three-dimensional small perturbation potential code,
which would be supplied by NASA Langley. The latter effort
would allow comparison with the sensitivity results obtained
using a full potential code.
VI. Technical Monitor
The technical monitor for this project is Dr. E. Carson
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Boundary condition term A.VOFI(j, k)
Metric functions AJI(j), .4J2(j)




Wing upper surface boundary term
Wing lower surface boundary term
Metric function DXII(i)
I-location of leading edge
I-location of trailing edge
Jacobian Xz
K-location of plane above wing
K-location of plane below wing
Local Mach number M_.j.k
Cutoff Mach number 0.94 > Me < 1.0
Freestream Mach number
Freestream pressure, nondimensionalized by
Stagnation pressure
Freestream velocity, nondimensionalized by V"
Retarded density coefficient RIP(j, k) = P_+l/2,y,k
Retarded density coefficient RIM(j, k) = Pi-1/2,j,_
Retarded density coefficient RJP(j, k) --_ Pi,j+l/2,k
Retarded density coefficient RJ(j, k) = Pi,j-1/_J,
Retarded density coefficient RKP(j, k) = Pi,j,k+l/_
Retarded density coefficient RK(j, k) = fii,j,k-1/2
Modified retarded density coefficient for wing upper surface
Modified retarded density coefficient for wing lower surface
Modified retarded density coefficient for wake upper surface
Modified retarded density coefficient for wake lower surface
Contravariant velocity components in computational plane
Physical grid system
Computational coordinates aligned with wing
Leading edge function
Vector of design variables
Density, nondimensionalized by po
Freestream density, nondimensionalized by p0
Stagnation density
Retarded density coefficient
First order backward difference operator
Angle of attack
Ratio of specific heats





In this progress report, work carried out during the period from July 1990 to December 1990 will
be outlined. In addition, various overall steps and equations related to the three-dimensional sensitivity
project will be listed herein for future reference. At this stage, it is helpful to distinguish two main phases
that characterize the three-dimensional analysis/sensitivity project. Phase one of this research 1'_ was con-
cerned with modi_'ing the analysis (ZEBRA) program to suit the sensitivity study, developing FORTRAN
subroutines to calculate sensitivity derivatives using the finite-difference method, and, developing MAC-
SYMA/FORTRAN algorithms to calculate the sensitivity coefficients using the quasianalytical method.
These tasks were finalized by an assembly procedure that aimed at combining the above mentioned sub-
routines into one FORTRAN program. The main advantages of having a single FORTRAN program to
carry out various anMysis/sensitivity case studies are the minimization of disk read/write operations and
the ability to debug/test/append any future additions to the entire project with ease, comparability, and
speed. The second phase of the project will be concerned with debugging operations, addition of design
variables, increasing solver efficiency, and carrying out a variety of case studies. The sections covered in this
report are as follows,
• Symbolic Differentiation of the Full Potential Residual Expression.
• Structure of the Analysis/Sensitivity FORTRAN Code.
• Linear Solvers for the Sensitivity Equation.
• Primary Results and Debugging Operations.
• Future Work.
• Further Theoretical Aspects.
It is to be noted that the following sections include the effort up to the current state of work progress, this
state being at the junction between the first phase and the second phase of the analysis/sensitivity project.
Symbolic Differentiation of the Full Potential Residual Expression
Following the line of formulation adopted in the two-dimensional sensitivity study, the quasianalytical
method applied to the three-dimensional full potential equation yields the sensitivity equation,
OR,..flk ] (O¢ii.ij,kk) (OR,,_._'_ (1)
The residual expression of the full potential equation in conservative form (in the computational plane
and using a shearing transformation) is written in terms of backward differences as,
pU 8v(-P-_-)_,j+_lZ,k + zt---j--J,,.,.k._t_R, __ = 8x (-y-),-xi24,_ -,- (2)
The density is replaced by the retarded density coefficien'_ in order to maintain stability in regions of
supersonic flow. Therefore, Eq.(2) is written as,
_U - _V _W
R,,,,_ : L,:(-T),+_/_.:,_ + _r(T-),,i+_/:,_ + az(-V-),,,,_+_/_ (3)
}U _. .,SU }V ZV ,SW ,aw
= [(T),. ,/_,,,,,- tT),-,/=,.J.,,] + [(-y),,,+,/_,,, - (T),,,-,/=,,d + [(-y),,,,,,+,/_ - (-)-M,,_-,/=] (4)
In ZEBRA, Eq.(4) is coded as follows,
R,,j,_ = (FIP- FIM) + (FJP - FJM) + (FKP- FKM) + .4NOFI (5)
=[RIP UL.:/:. _-RI.%I U,_x/2 , _'-[RJP V, /.:/: _-RJ V,i_t/2 _!+[RKP _V, j _+x/2-RK _V _.__ /2_-ANOFI
where
(6)
-A33M R1K DP_ fir, k = KUP, ILE < i < ITE
ANOFI(i,j,k) = .433PR1KU DPLO, k = KLOH/, ILE <_ i< ITE
A33M R2KW CIR, k = KUP, ITE < i (7)
-.4333/" R2KP CIR, k = KLOW, /"TE < i
is the term that includes wing and wake boundary conditions. Note that the Jacobian is incorporated into the
transformation coefficients of the contravariant velocity components. Next, the retarded density coefficients
are given by,
RIP(i,j, k) = (1 -v,,t/2,;.k)p,+lt2,j._ + v,+tl2,;,ipi-tt2,j.k (s)
= O',+i/2.i,k(P,--I/2,j,k -- P*-l/2,;,k) + P,-t/2,j.k (9)
RJP(i,j, k) = 15(Z_,i,_+ Zi,j÷l,k) (10)
Rx?(i. j, k) = 1
_(Aj,k + Zw,k+t) (11)
where
_(v*x + v¢_ + w*z)l _ (12)
"_, _ _ t,],/C
"i,j,_ : _iR[1 , _a_(l i_l]tjik' 0)] (13)
Notice that the retarded density coefficient RIP(i, j, k) is evaluated only at the midsegment point
i + 1/2, j, k while the values at i, j + 1/2, k and i, j, k + 1/2 [RJP(i, j, k) and RKP(i j, k)] are obtained by
averages of the surrounding points. The Mach number is obtained from the following relation,




M2 _ , 1-_ _ 1)
" - 7----_[P";'_
where p,,;,k is nondimensionalized by P0. From Eq.(15) into Eq.(13),






0,Vi+l/2'l'k = 1 -
M,,j,_ < 1
('r- t)M,/2
C(p; _+p,-_?.)/21:-'- t' M,.j.k > i (iT)
ORIG!NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
Crz+l/2,l,k -_- i -- V:_l12,2,k :- 1, M,,:,_ < 1(_-i)M:/2[(P,.i_-'P .... j_)/2!"-_-t ' M,,j,k > 1
The contravariant velocity components are given by,
c= (x_ + x_)_x _ x_y
(t8)
(t9)
V = X_'#x + '_v (20)
W -- _z (21)
In order to improve the convergence of the analysis routine, the full potential is split into separate
perturbation and freestream components as follows,
_,,j,_ = ¢,,._._ - Xq_Co,(a) + Zq_Sin(_) (22)
Differentiating Eq.(22) with respect to X,Y,Z respectively,
(*x L : _=(c_x), j _+x,q,¢co,(¢,) (23)
(_rL : .,=( _r },._._ ÷ X _q,,: C o_(¢, ) (24)
where
(4#z), y'.=(¢z),.j.;,+2;,q_Szrt(cx)
('_x ), : _=D X t [(i)(e,+t.j._, -¢,.;._,)
(25)
(26)
(¢_z )i.j._,----_AIA'(k )(dP, j._,-eb_.j _,_t )+ A2K(k )(oi j a-:-c_, 7 _,)-r A1K(k )( O,+t i._,-_i+i _ _,_.. )÷ A2K(k )( 4_,.: i _,_..-ck,.._ _ _)!/2
(28)
Note that a shearing transformation is used to transform the physical grid system (x,y,z) into a compu-
tational grid (X,Y,Z) aligned with the wing. This transformation is given by,
x(:, _) - * - *_(_)¢(_) (29)
Y(_) = _ (30)
z(:) = : (30
Before carrying out the analytical differentiation of the residual expression, it is necessary to find all
potential dependencies. Furthermore, the full e.<pression is divided into subexpressions in order to simplify
and optimize subsequent expression evaluations. Appendix A includes a MACSYMA program that deter-
mines various potential dependencies for each residual subexpression. The result of running this program
is also included in Appendix A. In addition, the above equations are written in functional form and given
herein to assist in understanding the steps involved in finding the potential dependencies. These equations
are given as follows,
OF POOR QUALITY
R,,j,k = R,,j,_(RIP, RIM, RJP, R£ RKP, RK, U, V, _I: ANOFI) (32)
where
RIP = RIP(Ox, ey, Oz, U, _: W) (33)
RIM = RIM(Ox, ev, ez, U, _, W) (34)
RJP = RJP(Ox, Oy, Oz, U, V, W) (35)
RJ = RJ(_x, Oy, ez, U, P, I,V) (36)
RKP = RKP(Ox, Ov, Oz, U, V, W) (3;)
RK = RK('_x, ez, '_z, U, P; W) (38)
ANOFI = ANOFI(R1K, DPU, R1KU, DPLO, R2KI, I,: R2KP, CIR) (39)
and,
u = V(¢x, *y) (40)
v = v(*x, *y) (41)
w = w(*z) (4o.)
'I'x = ex[¢.,_j,k_, M_, _] (43)
eY = Cy [¢iidl,kk, 2_1c, o, _] (44)
ez = ez[¢.,jj,_, -_.L., ,_] (45)
As mentioned above, once the program in Appendix A is executed, potential dependencies are used
in symbolically differentiating the general residual expression and residual boundary updates (wing. wake,
and right hand side vectors). This is achieved using the MACSYMA program given in Appendix B. The
result of running the analytic differentiation program is a segment of FORTRAN subroutines presented in
Appendix C. This segment of FORTRAN code is then transferred from the VAX machine and linked into
the analysis/sensitivity program on the IBM-3090.
It is to be noted that previous work 1'2 included operations similar to those mentioned above. How-
ever, residual updates were prepared separately using Eq.(5) with the last term 'ANOFI' (the term'that
includes wing and wake boundary conditions) replaced by the appropriate boundary terms, then each resid-
ual expression was simplified and differentiated using a different MACSYMA program. As a result, multiple
MACSYMA codes (about six separate codes) had to be prepared to yield the required FORTRAN source
segments. This resulted in a total size of about 12,000 lines of source code. No major problems were encoun-
tered in compiling this number of code lines since they were developed in the form of multiple subroutines.
Currently, the same FORTRAN segments were reduced in size to about 7,000 lines of FORTRAN source
code. This was achieved by handling both the general residual expression and the 'ANOFI' term separately
thus cancelling repeated (or equivalent) portions of the FORTRAN code. Consequently, it should be noted
that thecodesgivenin theAppendicesarestill beingmodifiedandoptimizedforsizeandspeedandthat
theenclosedversionsofthesecodes(uptodateversions)arestill beingdebuggedandrefined.
For the current three-dimensional problem, design variables were previously 1,2 defined as follows,
(a) Freestream design varaibles. These include the freestream Mach number and the angle of attack.
(by Cross-section design variables. These include variables that define the airfoil section (such as ma:dmum
thickness, maximum camber, and location of maximum camber) and variables that define the setting of
each spanwise section (such as geometric twist and dihedral).
(c) Planform design variables. These are variables that define the geomtry of the wing planform.
These variables are used in preparing the right hand side vectors. In carrying out this step, the residual is
analytically differentiated with respect to each design variable and a corresponding segment of FORTRAN
code is generated. Refer to Appendices B and C for the details of these operations.
Finally, Appendix D includes a MACSY._IA program to further process the results obtained from solving
the sensitivity equation. The result of running this program is a segment of FORTRAN code used to
calculate pressure coefficient sensitivity derivatives given the reduced potential sensitivity derivatives. A
transfer/link operation similar to the above is applied in order to merge this FORTRAN segment into the
analysis/sensitivity program.
Structure of the Analysis/Sensltivity FORTRAN Code
The analysis/sensitivity code is basically composed of the analysis program (ZEBRA), the finite-
difference sensitivity driver, and the quasianalytical sensitivity driver. Furthermore, graphics routines are
also included in the main code in order to assist in examining the results.
Execution of the main code starts thru an analysis (ZEBRA) run followed by sensitivity derivative
calculations. These calculations are carried out either using the finite-difference method or using the quasi-
analytical approach. The finite-difference portion of the code is set up to allow two consecutive ZEBRA
runs to be used to calculate a vector of sensitivity derivatives. This brute force technique while straight
forward in application has the disadvantages of being expensive to implement and exhibits accuracy prob-
lems. As for the quasianalytical sensitivity driver, it consists of two main parts. The first part is a group of
nested DO-LOOPS used to assemble the jacobian matrix and the right hand side vector(s). This is achieved
using calls to the FORTRAN segments generated via MACSYMA (see Appendix C). After the numerical
assembly step is completed, the second part of the sensitivity driver, a setup that allows execution of one
of several linear sparse solvers, is used to solve the sensitivity equation and yields the vector(s) of sensi-
tivity derivatives. Finally, the resulting sensitivity derivatives (O_/OXD) are further processed in order to
obtain pressure coefficient sensitivity derivatives (OCp/OXD). This step is carried out separately using a
MACSYMA program that generates corresponding FORTRAN subroutines (see Appendix D).
Linear Solvers for the Sensitivity Equation
For the current three-dimensional problem and for the medium grid used, direct solvers that were
previously used in the two-dimensional problem (those based on tridiagonal decomposition and full Gaussian
elimination) failed to operate on the 3-D jacobian matrix basically due to memory limitations. On the other
hand, iterative routines developed earlier for the two-dimensional problem worked properly" however turned
out to be somewhat slow. Later on, it was decided to try out some library routines that were available on
the IBM-3090. These turned out to be extremely efficient with regards to memory requirements and speed of
execution. Apparently, the reason for this efficiency lies in the ability of these routines to take advantage of
the IBM-3090 architecture and vectorization facility besides being written in machine code and optimized for
speed. In addition, the inclusion of these routines into the solver portion of the analysis/sensitivity program
turned out to be straightforward in the form of regular FORTRAN calls. Two scientific library solvers (based
on the iterative conjugate gradient method and the generalized minimum residual algorithm) were used with
success and a GO REGION of about 90MB was allocated in the JCL with no major problems. Notice that
the exact amount of storage needed for each of these solvers will depend on the structure of the jacobian
matrix (roughly, the structure is sparse and banded), the details of which will be determined at a later stage.
Primary Results and Debugging Operations
Currently, the MACSYMA codes are being debugged and revised to increase both the efficiency and
handling of the resulting FORTRAN code segments. For example, as mentioned earlier, the last term in
Eq.(5) is handled separately without revising Eq.(5) in its entirety. This has the advantage of reducing the
size of both the MACSYMA program and FORTRAN generated segments. In addition, extensive debugging
and review of the entire work will be performed in parallel to the above steps.
The sensitivity of the pressure coefficient Cp with respect to the design variables is obtained using
O¢/OXD. The expression for the pressure coefficient is,
P-P_
cv= (46)
Substituting for the pressure using the isentropic relation, therefore
cp - (''-
where
p = [1 " - _ (UOx + t"Oy + W'z)] _ (48)
and U, _, W, _x, q_Y, Oz are given by equations (19)-(21) and (23)-(25) respectively. Notice also that the
freestream values qoo, p_¢, andP:¢ are obtained using the relations,
qm = i "Y+ 1 _1/2
-:,- 1+ (49)
_ :¢ + lp, (51)P:¢ 27 :¢
Refer to Appendix D for the symbolic calculation of pressure coefficient sensitivity derivatives using reduced
potential sensitivity derivatives.
Some primary results obtained by executing the analysis/sensitivity code about a fixed design point
are also presented in this report following Appendix D. The planform used is that of an ONERA-M6 wing
with a six percent noncambered parabolic-arc section and the flowfield (M=¢ = 0.8, a = 0.0) is computed
on a 45"30"16 medium grid (i.e. symmetric subcritical flowfield). Figures (1) and (2) show the pressure
coefficient for this subcritical case. Figures (3) and (4) include finite-difference pressure coefficient sensitivity
derivatives with respect to .Mach number and angle of attack respectively. Finally, Figures (5) and (6) contain
the corresponding derivatives obtained by the quasianalytical method. Notice that the trends are different
for both sets of the derivatives. It is believed that while the finite-difference results follow the trends obtained
in the two-dimensional sensitivity study, the quasianalytical derivatives have different trends and therefore
are in error. As mentioned earlier, debugging operations are underway with the finite-difference method
being used as a reference for correct quasianalytical trends.
Future Work
As mentioned in the first section, the second phase of this project will be towards overall debugging
Of the analysis/sensitivity code with the objective being to match the sensitivity derivatives obtained thru
the quasianalytical method with those derivatives obtained thru the finite-difference approach. Initially,
focus will be on sensitivities with respect to freestream design variables (Mach number and angle of attack)
followed by sensitivities with respect to both airfoil and planform design variables. It is to be noted that
the inclusion of the later variables might require some sort of semi-analytical treatment to handle right hand
side calculations corresponding to these variables. Next, various case studies will be conducted in order
to compareandimproveonboth theaccuracyandefficiencyof thequasianalyticalndfinitedifference
methods.Thisstepwill befollowedbyaphysicalinterpretationoftheresults.Finally,minormodifications
in theformofsupersonicboundaryconditionswillbeaddedto theanalysis/sensitivityprogramin orderto
allowexecutionofsupersonictestcases.
Further Theoretical Aspects
In some optimization studies, higher sensitivity derivatives might be needed. In general, it is possible
to extend the quasianalytical approach in order to obtain second order sensitivity derivatives. The following
ideas 3 could be applied directly to the sensitivity equation. Consider the linear system,
.4 X = B (52)
The sensitivity of X with respect to the elements of A and B (XD,_) is obtained by differentiating
Eq.(52) with respect to XDm,
0.4 1 - 3X OB
IOXDmx . xr, oxz .. - (sa)
or,
ax : OB aa x]
- oxD.,
Applying the above procedure to Eq.(1), second order sensitivity derivatives for the current three-
dimensional problem could be obtained. The result is,
.26
OR, j,_ _ O _,,,ij,k_ _ =_( O2R"i'_ _a O2R"i'k O0"iik_)
[O_i,,j;,ka J (OXD,,_OXD" OXDmOXD ' OXD_O¢.,3,,ak _ " (55)
The first term in Eq.(55) is the (n'n) jacobian matrix and is obtained as explained earlier. The second
term represents the unknown second order sensitivity vector (n*l). The third term is the (n'l) vector of
derivative of the right hand side with respect to a second design variable. The fourth term is the derivative
of the jacobian matrix with respect to a design variable, and is an (n'n) matrix. Finally, the last term in
Eq.(55) is the first order sensitivity vector, and would be obtained typically by solving Eq.(1). Notice that
the extra work required to obtain second order derivatives would be to carry out additional MACSYMA
operations (basically analytical differentiation) associated with the third and fourth terms of Eq.(55). Notice
that Eq.(55) is similar to Eq.(1) except for the right hand sides which are modified. Similarly, the above
procedure could be applied to obtain higher derivatives for the current three dimensional problem. Examples
of second order sensitivity derivatives are 02¢,/Oa 2 and 02¢/OM_Oa.
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APPENDIX A
MACSYMA CODE TO FIND THE RESIDUAL DEPENDENCIES
PX(I.U.K) := [P(I÷I.J .K ).P(I ,J .K )]$
PY(I,J.K) := [P(l .J ,K ),P(I ,J-I,K ),P(l÷1,J ,K ),
P(I+I,U-I,K ),P(I ,U+I,K ),P(I÷I,J+I,K )Is
PZ[O)(I,J,K):= [P(I ,d ,K ).P(I ,d .K-I),P(I ,d .K+I).






PZ[I](I,J,K):= [P(I ,J ,K ),P(I ,J ,K÷i),P(I ,d ,K+2),
P(l+1,d ,K ),P(l+1,J .K÷I),P(I+I,j ,K+2)]$
PZ[2](I.U,K):= [P(I ,U ,K ),P(I ,d ,K-I),P(I ,J ,K-2),
P(I+I,U ,K ),P(I+1,O ,K-I).P(I÷i,J .K-2)]$
PZ[3](I,J,K):= UNION([P(I ,j,K ),P(I
P(I+I,J,K ).P(I÷1
PZ[4](I,j.K):= UNION([P(I ,J,K ),P(I
P(I÷I,J,K ),P(I+I





RH [N](I,J,K) := UNION(PX(I.j,K),PY(I,J,K),PZ[N](I,J,K)),
RIP[N](I,J,K) := UNION(RH[N](I,J,K),RH[N](I-I,J,K))
RIM[N](I,J,K) :- R!P[N](I-I,U,K) iS
RES(I,U,K) := [P(I ,j-I.K ),P(I .d ,K ),P(I ,_+I,K ),
P(I÷I,J-1,K ),P(I÷l,J ,K ),P(I÷i,j÷1.K ),
P(I ,J ,K-I),P(I ,d ,K÷I),P(I-I,j-I,K ),
P(I-I,j ,K ),P(I-1,d+1,K ) ]$




FU (I,d):" [P(I,j,K),P(I,j,K+I),P(I,d,K_2)] $
FXU (l,d):= UNION(FU(I,J),FU(I-I,J),FU(I÷I,J) $
FYU (!,d):= UNION(FU(I,J),FU(I.J-I),FU(I,d_I) $
DPU () := UNIDN(FXU(I,d),FYU(I,J)) $
FL (I.d):= [P(I,d,K),P(I,J,K-I),P(I,d,K-2)] $
FXL (I,d): = UNION(FL(I,J),FL(I-I,J),FL(I+I,J) $
FYL (l,d):= UNION(FL(I,J),FL(I,J-I),FL(I,d_I) $
DPLO() := UNION(FXL(I,J),FYL(I,J)) $









(RIP: RIP[O](I,J,K), RJ: RJ(I,d,K), RJP: RjP(I,d,K), RES : RES(I,d,K),
RIM: RIM[O](I,j,K), RK: RK(I,J,K), RKP: RKP(I,U,K), RTCT: RTDT(I,J,K))$
/............................................................................./
(RIK : RIK (), DPU : DPU () , ATTI: ANOFII())$
(RIKU: RIKU(), DPLO: DPLD() , ATT2: ANOFI2())$
(R2KW: R2KW(), CIRC: CIRC(J), ATT3: ANOFI3())$
(R2KP: R2KP(), CIRC: CIRC(d), ATT4: ANOFI4())$
= ........................................................................... =//
ORiGiNAL P,.'_c£ _S

























































































































































































































,I-l,1-2,1 ,I-l,I-2,1 ,I-l,1-2,1 ,I-l,I-2.1 ,!-1,I-2]
,d ,_J ,d- 1,,J- I ,,J-l,,J ,J ,,J ,,J+l,_J÷ 1,d+l ,d ,d J ]
,K ,K ,K ,K ,K ,K-1,K-1 ,K-t,K ,K oK ,K+I ,K÷I K4"1]
,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 1 ]
,1 ,1 ,O ,O ,O ,O .O ,O ,0 ,0 ,0 , _ ,1 _ ]
• I .I ,0 ,0 ,o ,I ,_ ._ .0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 O ]
,1 , 1 ,O ,0 ,0 ,1 , 1 , 1 ,0 ,0 ,0 .O .0 O ]















































































FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN PP4[M]:
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN PP4[M]:





(RLO: IRES, RIP, RIM, Rd, RK, RJP, RKP, RTOT] , RPO : SUBST(LT.RLO) )$
FOR N:I THRU 8 DO ( RPO[N]:SORT( RPO[N] ) PRINT("DEP",N,RPO[N]) )$
M : 05
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M÷I,IF NTO[N]=I THEN
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NTO[N]=I THEN





(RLI: [R1K , DPU , ATT1]
FOR N:I THRU 3 DO ( RPI[N]:SORT(
M : 05
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M÷I,IF NTI[N]=I THEN
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NTI[N]=I THEN
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NTI[N]=I THEN
RP1 : SUBST(LT,RL1) )$t







(RL2: [RIKU, DPLO. ATT2]
FOR N:I THRU 3 O0 ( RP2[N]:SORT(
M : 05
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NT2[N]-I THEN
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NT2[N]=I THEN











(RL3: [R2KW, ClRC, ATT3]
FOR N:I THRU 3 DO ( RP3[N]:SORT(
M : O$
F0R N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NT3[N]=I THEN
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO
(M:M÷I,IF NT3[N]=I THEN











(RL4: [R2KP, ClRC, ATT4]
FOR N:I THRU 3 DO ( RP4[N]:SORT(
M : O$
FOR N: 1 THRU 15 DO
(M:M÷I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN
FOR N: 1 THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M÷I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN
, RP4 : SUBST(LT,RL4) )$






Executed on a VAX 8650 provided by
Academic Computing Services
Texas A & M University
Current date and time ts 23-_AN-1991 08:52:31.18
$ ! This is a ]ogin command procedure template
$ IF FSMODE () .EQS. "BATCH" THEN EXIT
$MAC
If you logged on to Venus by typing VENUS at the
ENTER RESOURCE NAME prompt of the port selector,
do NOT use the BREAK key to get out of Macsyma.
This ts Macsyma 412.61 for DEC VAX 8650 Series Computers.
Copyright (c) 1982 Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
All Rights Reserved.
Enhancements (c) 1982, 1988 SymDo] its, Inc. A] 1 Rights Reserved.
Type "DESCRIBE(TRADE_SECRET);" to see important legal notices.
Type "HELP();" for more information.
Checking password file: DISK$PKGl:[MACSYMA_412.SYSTEM]PASSWO-VENUS-412.TEXT
DISKSPKGI:[MACSYMA 412.SYSTEM]macsyma-init.fas;4 being loaded.
Init File Not Found: SYSSUSERDISKH:[HME4905]macsyme-tnit.mac
BATCH("RMD.MAC");
(ci)
(c2) / ............................................................................. /
/= RMD.MAC: POTENTIAL DEPENDENCIES ,/
/............................................................................. /




(C3) PX(I.J.K) := [P(I+1.d .K ).P(I .J .K )]$
Time: 20 mseos
(C4) PY(I.d.K) := [P(I .d .K ).P(I .J-I.K ).P(I+I.J .K ).
P(I+I.J-I.K ).P(I .J+I.K ).P(I_I.J÷I.K )]$
Time= 10 msecs
(c5) PZ[O](I,J,K):= [P(I ,d ,K ),P(I ,d ,K-1),P(I ,d ,K+I).
P(I_l.d ,K ).P(I_1.J ,K-1),P(I_I,_ ,K_I)]$















.d .K+I).P(I .d ,K÷2)
.K+I).P(I÷I.j .K+2)]$
(C10) PZ[2](I,J,K):= [P(I ,d
P(I+l,d .K
Time = 10 msecs
.K ).P(I
),P(I+l,d
.d .K-I).P(I .d .K-2
.K-I).P(I+I.J .K-2)]$
A-¢
(CII} PZ(3](I,J,K):= UN_ON([P(I ,J,K ).P(l .J,K-I),P(I ,d,K+1),
P(I+I,J,K ),P(I+I,U,K-I),P(I+I,J,K÷I)],ClRC(J))$
Time= 0 msecs
(C12) PZ[4](I,j.K):= UNION([P(I ,J,K ),P(I ,J,K-i),P(I ,J,K+I),
P(I+I,J,K ),P(I÷I,d,K-I),P(I+I.J,K+I)],CIRC(J))$
Time= 10 msecs
(C13) FOR N:O THRU 4 DO (
RH [N](I.J.K) :: UNION(PX{I.J,K),PY(I,J,K),PZ[N](I,d,K)),
RIP[N](I,J,K) := UNION(RH[N](I.J,K),RH[N](I-I.d,K))
RIM[N](I,J,K) := RIRZN](I-I,J,K) )$
Time: 80 msecs
(C14) RES(I.J,K) := [P(I ,J-I,K ),P(I ,d ,K ),P(I ,J+I.K
P(I+1,d-1,K ),P(l+1,d ,K ),R(I+I,j+I,K ),
P(I ,J ,K-I)oP(I ,d ,K+I),P(I-I,J-I,K ),
P(I-I,J ,K ),P(I-I,J+I,K ) ]$
Time= 0 msecs
,
(C15) RIK () := UNION(RIP[I](I,J,K),RIM[I}(I.d,K),RIP[I](I,J,K+I),RIM[I](I,J,K+I))$
Time= 10 msecs
(C16) RIKU() := UNION(RIPC2](I,J,K),R!M[2](I,J,K),RIP[2](I,J.K-I),RIM[2](I,J,K-I))$
Time: O msecs
(C17) R2KW() :: UNION(RIP[3](I,J,K),RZM[3](I,J,K).RIP[3](I,J,K-I),RIM[3](I,J,K-I))$
Time= 0 msecs
(C18) R2KP() := UNION(RI_[4](I.J,K).RIM{4](I,J.K),RIP[4](I,j.K+I).RIM[4](I,d.K+I))$
Time= 10 msecs
(C19) FU (I.d): = [P(I,j,K),P(I.J,K÷I),P(I,J,K+2)] $
Time= 0 msecs
(C20) FXU (I.d):= UNION(FU(I.d).FU(I-I,_),FU(I+I.j)) $
Time= 0 mseCs
(C21) FYU (I,d): = UNION(FU(I,J),FU(:.J-I),FU(I,U+I)) $
Time= O msecs
(C22) DPU () := UNION(FXU(I.J),FYU(I,d)) $
Time: 10 msecs
(C23) FL (I,J):= [P(I,J.K),P(I.J.K-I),P(I,J,K-2)] $
Time= 0 msecs
(C24) FXL (I,d): = UNION(FL(I,d),FL(I-I.J).FL(I+I,j)) $
Time= 0 msecs
(C25) FYL (I,d):= UNION(FL(I,J),FL(I,J-I).FL(I,J+I)) $
Time= 10 msecs
(C26) DPLO() := UNION(FXL(I,J),FYL(I,J)) $
Time= 10 msecs
(C27) ANOFII() := UNION(R1K ,DPU )$
ime= 10 msecs
C28) ANOFI2() := UNION(RIKU.DPLO)$
Time: 0 msecs
(C29) ANOFI3() := UNION(R2KW.CIRC)$
Time= 0 msecs








(C32) (RIP: RIP[O](I.J.K), RJ: Rj(I.J.K), RJP: RJP(I,J.K). RES : RES(I.J,K),
RIM: RIM[O](I,J,K), RK: RK(I,d,K), RKR: RKR(I,j,K), RTOT: RTOT(I,J,K))$
; Starting garbage collection due to dynamic-O space overflow.
; Finished garbage collection due to dynamic-O space overflow.
; Starting garbage collection due to dynamic-1 space overflow.
; Finished garbage collection due to dynamic-1 space overflow.
Time= 139300 msecs
(c33) /............................................................................. /
(RIK : RIK (), OPU : OPU () , ATTI: ANOFII())$
; Starting garbage collection due to dynamic-O space overflow.
• Finished garbage collection due to dynamic-O space overflow.
Time= 32320 msecs
(C34) (RIKU: RIKU(), DPLO: DPLO() . ATT2: ANOFI2())$
Time= 29230 msecs
(C35) (R2KW: R2KW(). CIRC: CIRC(J). ATT3: ANOFI3())$
; Starting garbage collection due to dynamic-1 space overflow
• Finished garbage collection due to dynamic-1 space overflow
Time= 41350 msecs
(C36) (R2KP: R2KP(), CIRC: ClRC(J), ATT4: ANOFI4())$
; Starting garbage collection due to dynamic-O space overflow
; Finis_e_ garbage collection _ue to dynamic-O space overflow
Time= 40840 msecs






















































P(I+2,J ,K-3)=P15,P(I÷2,J ,K-1)=P65,P(I+2,J K+1)=P115,P(I+2,J ,K+3)=P165
P(I-2,J+l,K-3)=P16oP(I-2,J÷l,K-1)=P66,P(I-2,J÷l K+1)=P116,P(I-2,J+l,K÷3)=P166
P(I-l,J+I,K-3)=P17.P(I-l,j÷l,K-1)=P67,P(I-1,J+l K_l)=PllT,P(I-l,j_l,K+3)=P167
P(I ,J+1,K-3)=P18.P(I ,J+1.K-1)=P68.P( I ,d÷l K+l)=Pl18,P(I ,J÷l,K_3)=P168









P(I d-2 K-2)=P28,P(I ,J-2,K)=P78,P(I ,U-2.K+2)=P128,P(ITE,j-1,KL0 )=P178
P(I+I J-2 K-2)=P29,P(I÷l,U-2,K)=P79 P(I+1,U-2,K÷2)=P129,P(ITE,d-l,KUP )=P179
P(I+2 J-2 K-2)=P30,P(I÷2,J-2,K)=PSO P(I+2,J-2.K+2)=P130 P(ITE,j-1,KUP+1)=P180
P(I-2 U-1K-2)=P3 ,P(I-2,J-1.K)=P81P(I-2.J-1,K+2)=P131P(ITE,J-1.KUP+2)=P18
P(I-1U-I K-2)=P32,P(I-l,U-I,K)=P82 P(I-1,J-1,K-2}=P132









P(I-1 d÷l K-2)=P42 P(I-1
P(I d÷l K-2)=P43 P(I



















































(c38) (HI : [I
NJ : [U ,d
NK : [K ,K
NTO : [1 .1
NT1 : [1 ,1
NT2 : [1 ,1
NT3 : [1 ,1









,I-I,I-2,1 ,I-I,1-2,1 ,I-I.1-2,1 ,I-I,1-2,I ,I-I,I-2],
.d-l.d-1 ..J-l.d ..J .d .,J+l .J+l.d+l ..J .J .j ]
,K ,K ,K ,K-1,K-I.K-1,K ,K ,K ,K+I ,K+I,K_I]
,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ]
,O ,O ,O ,0 .O ,0 ,O ,0 ,O ,1 ,1 ,1 ]
,O ,O ,O ,1 ,1 ,1 ,O ,0 ,O ,0 ,O .O ]
,O ,O ,O ,1 .1 , I ,o ,o ,O .o .0 ,o ]
,o ,o ,0 ,O ,o .o ,o .o .O ,1 .1 ,1 ])$
(C39) (M : O,
FOR N: 1THRU 15 O0 (M:M+I,IF NTO[N]=I THEN PPO[M]: PX (NI[N].NJ[N],NK[N])),
FOR N: I THRU 15 D0 (M:M÷I.IF NTO[N]=I THEN PPO[M]: PY (NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])),
FDR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,!F NTO[N]=I THEN PPO[M]: PZ[O](NI[N],Nj[N],NK[N])))$
Time= 1550 msecs
(C40) (M : O,
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO (M:M+I.IF NTtEN]=I THEN PPtEM]: PX (NICN],NU[N],NK[N])),
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT1[N]=I THEN PPI[M]: PY (NI[N],NU[N],NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,!F NTI[N]=I THEN PPI[M]: PZ[1](NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])))$
Time= 890 msecs
(C41) (M : O,
FOR N: 1 THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT2[N]=I THEN PP2[M]: PX (NIZN],NU[N],NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT2[N]=I THEN PP2[M]: PY (NI[N],Nd[N].NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT2[N]=I THEN PP2[M]: PZ[2](NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])))$
Time= 920 msecs
{C42) (M : O,
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT3[N]=I THEN PP3[M]: PX (NI[N],NU[N],NK[N])),
FOR N: I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT3[N]=I THEN PP3[M]: PY (NI[N],NU[N],NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 D0 (M:M+I,IF NT3[N]=I THEN PP3[M]: PZ[3](NI[N],NU[N],NK[N])))$
Time= 6310 msecs
(¢43) (M : 0,
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,!F NT4[N]=I THEN PP4[M] : PX (NI[N],Nd[N],NK[N])),
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN PP4[M] : PY (NI[N],NJ[N].NK[N])).
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO (M:M÷I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN PP4[M]: PZ[4](NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])))$
Time= 6410 msecs
(c_4) / ............................................................................. /
(RLO: IRES, RIP, RIM. Rd, RK, RdP, RKP, RTOT] , RPO : SUBST(LT,RLO) )$
Time= 14730 mseos
(C45) FOR N:I THRU 8 00 ( RPO[N] :SORT( RPO[N] ). PRINT("DEP",N,RPO[N]) )$
DEP 1 [Pl13, P63, P82, P83, P84, P87, P88, P89, P92, P93, P94]
DEP 2 [Pl12. Pl13. Pl14, P62. P63, P64. P82, P83. P84. P87. P88, P89, P92. P93.
P94]
OEP 3 [Pl11, Pl12. Pl13, P61, P62, P63, P81. P82, P83, P86. P87, P88, P91. P92,
P93]
DEP 4 [P106, P107. P108. P109. Pl11, Pl12. Pl13. Pl14. P56. P57, P58, P59. P61.
P62, P63, P64, P76, P77, P78, P79, P81, P82. P83, P84. P86, P87, P88. P89, P91,
P92. P93, P94]
OEP 5 [Pl11, Pl12, P113. Pl14, P36. P37, P38, P39, P56, P57, P58, P59, P61,
P62. P63, P64, P66, P67. P68. P69, P81, P82. P83, P84. P86, P87, P88, P89, P91.
P92, P93, P94]
DEP 6 [Pl11, Pl12, P113, Pl14, Pl16, Pl17, Pl18, Pl19 P61. P62, P63. P64, P66,
P67. P68. P69, P81, P82, P83. P84, P86, P87. P88, P89 P91, P92. P93. P94, P96,
P97. P98, P99]
DEP 7 [P106. P107. P108. P109. Pl11, P112° Pl13, Pl14 Pl16, P117, Pl18. Pl19,
P136, P137. P138, P139, P61. P62, P63. P64. P81, P82, P83, P84, P86, P87, P88.
P89, P91, P92. P93, P94]
DEP 8 [P106, P107, P108, P109, P111, Pl12. Pl13, Pl14, Pl16, Pl17, P118, Pl19.
P136, P137, P138, P139. P36, P37, P38. P39, P56, P57, P58, P59. P61, P62, P63,
P64, P66, P67, P68, P69, P76, P?7, P78, P79, P81, P82, P83, P84, P86, P87, P88,
P89, P91, P92, P93, P94, P96, P97, P98. P99]
Time= 1320 msecs
(C46) M : 05
Time: 10 msecs
(C47) FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I.IF NTO[N]=I THEN (PPO[M] :SORT(SUBST(LT,PPO[M])),PRINT("LPO".M.PPOEM])))$
LPO 1 [P88, P89]
LPO 2 [P87, P88]
LPO 3 [P86, P87]
LPO 4 [P83. P84]
LPO 5 [P82. P83]
; Starting garbage collection due to Oynamic-1 space overflow.
; Finished garbage Collection due to Oynamic-1 space overflow.
LPO 6 [PS1, P82]
A-G
LPO 7 [P63, P64]
LPO 8 [P62. P63]
upo 9 (p61, p62]
LPO 10 [P93, P94]
LPO 11 [P92, P93]
LPO 12 [P91. P92]
LPO 13 [Pl13. Pl14]
LPO 14 [Pl12. Pl13]
LPO 15 [Pl11, P112]
Time= 7890 msecs
(C48) FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NTO[N]=I THEN (PPO[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PPO[M])),PRINT("LPO",M,PPO[M])))$
LPO 16 [P83, P84, P88, P89, P93
LPO 17 [P82, P83, P87, P88 P92
LPO 18 [P81, P82, P86. P87
LPO 19 [P78. P79, P83, P84
LPO 20 [P77, P78, P82, P83
LPO 21 [P76, P77, P81 P82
LPO 22 [P58, P59, P63
LPO 23 [P57, P58 P62
LPO 24 [P56, P57
LPO 25 [P88, P89
LPO 26 [P87, P88









P61 P62 P66, P67]
P93 P94 P98. P99]
P92 P93. P97. P98]
P91 P92. P96. P97]
LPO 28 [PIO8, P109. Pl13, Pl14, P118. Pl19]
LPO 29 [PLO7, PIO8, Pl12, Pl13, P117, P118]
LPO 30 [PLO6, P107. Pl11, Pl12, Pl16, Pl17]
Time= 7730 msecs
(C49) FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M÷I.IF NTO[N]=I THEN (PPO[M] :SORT(SUSST(LT.PPO[M])),PRINT("LPO".M.PPO[M])))$
LPO 31 [Pl13, P114 P63, P64. P88
LPO 32 [P112, Pl13 P62. P63, P87
LPO 33 [Pl11, P112. P61, P62, P86
LPO 34 [P108, P109, P58, P59, P83
LPO 35 [PLO7, P108, P57, P58, P82







LPO 37 [P38. P39, P63, P64, P88, P89]
LPO 38 [P37. P38, P62. P63. P87, P88]
LPO 39 [P36, P37, P61, P62, P86, P87]
LPO 40 [P118, P119, P68, P69, P93, P94]
LPO 41 [Pl17, Pt18, P67, P68, P92, P93]
LPO 42 [Pl16, Pl17, P66, P67, P91, P92]
LPO 43 [Pl13, Pl14, P138, P139, P88, P8£]
LPO 44 [Pl12, Pl13, P137, P138, P87, P88]
LPO 45 [P111, Pl12, P136, P137, P86, P87]
Time: 7070 msecs
(C50) (RLI: [R1K . DPU ATTI] . RPI : SUBST(LT,RL1) )$
Time= 5620 msecs
(C51) FOR N:I THRU 3 DO ( RPI[N]:SORT( RPI[N] ), PRINT("DEP",N,RPI[N]) )$
DEP 1 [P106, P107, P108, P109, Pltl, Pl12, Pl13, Pl14, Pl16, P117, P118, Pl19,
P136, P137, P138, P139, P161, P162, P163, P1G4, P81, P82, P83, P84. P86, P87,
P88, P89, P91. P92, P93 P94]
DEP 2 [P108, Pl12, Pl13 Pl14, Pl18, P133, P137, P138, P139, P143, P83, P87,
P88, P89, P93]
DEP 3 [P106, P107. P108 P109, Pl11, P112, Pl13, P114, P11G, P117, Pl18, P119.
P133, P136, P137, P138, P139, P143, P161, P162, P163, P164, P81. P82, P83, P84,
P86, P87, P88. P89. P91, P92, P93. P94]
Time= 510 msecs
(C52) M : 05
Time= 0 msecs
(C53) FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M÷I,IF NTI[N]=I THEN (PPI[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PPI[M])),PRINT("LPt",M,PP1[M])))$
LP1 1 [P88, P89]
LP1 2 [P87, P88]
LPI 3 [P86, P87]
LPI 13 [Pl13, Pl14]
LP1 14 [Pl12, Pl13]
LP1 15 [Pl11, P112]
Time= 1410 msecs
(C54) FOR N: 1THRU 15 O0
(M:M_I,IF NTI[N]=I THEN (PPI[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PPl[M])),PRINT("LPI".M,PPI[M])))$
LP1 16 [P83, P84, P88, P89, P93, P94]
LPI 17 [P82, P83, P87, P88, P92, P93]
LP1 18 [P81, P82, P86, P87, P91, P92]
LP1 28 [P108, P109, Pl13, Pl14. Pl18, Pl19]
LP1 29 [P107, P108, P112, Pl13, Pl17, Pl18]
LP1 30 [P106, P107, Pl11, Pl12, Pl16, Pl17]
Time= 2860 msecs
(C55) FOR N: 1THRU 15 D0
(M:M÷I,IF NTI[N]=I THEN (PPI[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PPl[M])),PRINT("LPI".M,PPI[M])))$
LP1 31 [P113, Pl14. P138, P139, P88, P89]
LP1 32 [Pl12, Pl13. P137. P138. P87, P88]
A-7
LPl 33 [Pl11. P112. P136. P137. P86, P87]
L#1 43 [Pl13. P114. P138, P139. P163. P164]
LP1 44 [P112, P113. P137, P138. P162. P163]
LPl 45 [Pl11, Pl12, P136, P137. P161. P162]
Time= 2990 msecs
(C56) (RL2: [R1KU, DPLO, ATT2]
Time = 5460 msecs
• RP2 : SUBST(LT.RL2) )$
(C57) FOR N:I THRU 3 DO ( RP2[N]:SORT(
DEP 1 [P11. P12. P13. P14. P36, P37, P38, P39. P56. P57, P58. P59, P61, P62,
P63. P64. PGG, P67. P68, P69. P81, P82. P83, P84. PSG, P87, P88. P89, P91, P92,
P93, P94]
DEP 2 [P33, P37, P38, P39, P43, P58, P62, P63, P64. P68, P83, P87, P88, P89.
RP2[N] ), PRINT("DEP",N,RP2[N]) )$
P93]
DEP 3 [Pll, P12, P13, P14, P33, P36. P37, P38, P39, P43, P56, P57, P58, P59,
P61. P62. P63. P64. P66, P67, P68, P69, P81, P82, P83, P84, P86, P87, P88, P89,
P91, P92, P93, P94]
Time= 500 msecs
(C58) M : 05
Time= 0 msecs
(C59) FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NT2[N]=I THEN (PP2[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PP2[M])),PRINT("LP2",M,PP2[M])))$
LP2 1 [P88. P89]
LP2 2 [P87, P88]
LP2 3 [P86, P87]
LP2 7 [P63, P64]
LP2 8 [P62, P63]
LP2 9 [P61. P62]
Time= 1320 msecs
(C60) FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO
(_:M+I,IF NT2[N]=I THEN (PP2[M] SORT(SUBST(LT,PP2[M])),PRINT("LP2",M,PP2[M])))$
LP2 16 [P83, P84
LP2 17 [P82. P83
LP2 18 [P81, P82
LP2 22 [P58, P59
LP2 23 [P57, P58
LP2 24 [P56, P57
Time = 3150 msecs
P88, P89, P93 P94]
P87, P88, P92 P93]
P86, P87, P91 P92]
P63, PG4. P68, P69]
P62, P63. P67 P68]
P61, P62. P66 P67]
(C61) FOR N:I THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NT2[N]=I THEN (PP2[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PP2[M])),PRINT
LP2 31 [P38, P39, P63, P64, P88, P89]
LP2 32 [P37, P38, P62, P63, P87, P88]
"LP2",M,PP2[M])))$
LP233 [P36, P37, P61, P62, P86, P87]
LP2 37 [P13, P14, P38, P39, P63, P64]
LP2 38 [P12. P13, P37, P38, P62, P63]
LP2 39 [P11, P12, P36, P37. P61, P62]
Time= 2950 msecs
(C62) (RL3: [R2KW, CIRC, ATT3] , RP3 : SUBST(LT,RL3)
; Starting garbage collection due to Oynamic-O space overflow.
; FinisheO garOage collection aue to Oynamic-O space overflow.
Time: 9140 msecs
)$
(C63) FOR N:I THRU 3 DO ( RP3[N]:SORT( RP3(N] ), PRINT("DEP",N,RP3[N]) )$
OEP 1 [Pl11, Pl 2, Pl13, P114, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187, P36. P37,
P38. P39, P56, P57, P58, P59. P61. PG2, P63, P64, P66. P67, P68, P69, P81, P82,
P83, P84, P86, P87, P88, P89, P91, P92, P93, P94]
DEP 2 [P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187]
DEP 3 [Pl11, Pl12, Pl13, P114, P182, P183. P184, P185, P186. P187, P3G, P37,
P38, P39. P5G, P57, P58, P59, P61. P62, P63, P64, P66, P67. P68, PG9, P81, P82.
P83, P84, P86. P87, P88, P89, P91, P92, P93, P94]
Time: 530 msecs
(C64) M : 05
Time= O msecs
(C65) FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO
(M:M÷I,IF NT3[N]=I THEN (PP3[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PP3[M])),PRINT("LP3",M,PP3[M])))$
LP3 1 [P88, P89]
LP3 2 [P87, P88]
LP3 3 [P86, P87]
LP3 7 [P63, P64]
LP3 8 [P62, P63]
LP3 9 [P61. P62]
Time= 1300 msecs
(C66) FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO
(M:M_I,[F NT3[N]=I THEN (PP3[M]:SORT(SUEST(LT,PP3[M])),PR[NT("LP3".M,PP3[M])))$
LP3 16 [P83, P84 P88, P89, P93, P94]
LP3 17 [P82, P83 P87, P88, P92, P93]
LP3 18 [P81, P82 P86, P87, P91, P92]
LP3 22 [P58, P59. P63, P64° P68, P69]
LP3 23 [P57, P58, P62, P63, P67, P68]
LP3 24 [P56, P57, P61, P62, P66, P67]
Time= 3030 msecs
(C67) FOR N: 1 THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I.IF NT3[N]=I THEN (PP3[M] :SORT(SUBST(LT,PP3[M])),PRINT("LP3",M,PP3[M])))$
LP3 31 [Pl13, Pl14, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186. P187, P63, P64. P88, P89]
LP3 32 [Pl12, Pl13, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186. P187, P62, P63, P87. P88]
LP3 33 [P111, P112, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187, P61, P62, P86, P87]
LP3 37 [P182, P183. P184, P185, P186, P187, P38, P39, P63, P64, P88, P89]
LP3 38 [P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187, P37, P38, P62. P63, PBT, P88]
LP3 39 [P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187, P36, P37, P61, P62, P86, P87]
Time= 5260 msecs
(C68) (RL4: [R2KP, CIRC. ATT4]
Time- 5180 msecs
, RP4 : SUBST(LT.RL4) )$
(C69) FOR N:I THRU 3 DO ( RP4[N]:SORT( RP4[N] ), PRINT("DEP",N,RP4[N]) )$
DEP 1 [PIO6, P107, P108, PIO9. Pl11. Pl12, Pl13, Pl14, Pl16, Pl17, Pl18, Pl19,
P136, P137, P138, P139, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187, P61, P62, P63, P64,
P81, P82, P83, P84, P86. PS?, P88, P89, P91, P92, P93. P94]
DEP 2 [P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187]
DEP 3 [P106, PlO?, P108, PIO9, Pl11, Pl12, Pl13, Pl14, Pl16, Pl17, Pl18. Pl19,
P136, P137, P138, P139, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187, P61, P62, P63, P64,
P81, P82, P83, P84, P86, P87, P88. P89, P91. P92, P93, P94]
Time= 470 msecs
(C70) M : 05
Time= 10 msecs
(C71) FOR N: I THRU 15 O0
(M:M+I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN (PP4[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PP4[M])),PRINT("LP4",M,PP4[M])))$
LP4 1 [P88, P89]
LP4 2 [P87, P88]
LP4 3 [P86, P87]
LP4 13 [Pl13, Pl14]
LP4 14 [Pl12, Pl13]
LP4 15 CPlll, Pl12]
Time= 1330 msecs
(C72) FCR N: 1THRU i5 DO
(M:M+I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN (PP4[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PP4[M])),PRINT("LP4",M,PP4[M])))$
L_4 16 [P83, P84. P88, P89, P93. P94]
LP4 17 {P82, P83, P87, P88, P92, P93]
LP4 18 [P81, P82, P86, P87, P91, P92]
LP4 28 [P108, P109, P113, Pl14, P118, Pl19]
LP4 29 [PlO?, PLO8, Pl12, Pt13. Pl17, Pl18]
LP4 30 _P106, P107, Pl11, P112, Pl16. Pl17]
Time= 3030 msecs
(C73) FOR N:i THRU 15 DO
(M:M+I,IF NT4[N]=I THEN (PP4[M]:SORT(SUBST(LT,PP4[M])).PRINT("LP4".M,PP4[M])))$
LP4 31 [P113, Pl14, P182, P183, P184, P185. P186, PlS?, P63, P64, P88. P89]
LP4 32 [P112, Pl13, P182, P183, P184, P185. P186, P187, P62o P63, P87, P88]
LP4 33 _P111, Pl12, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187. P61, P62, P86. P87]
LP443 [P113,Pl14, P138, P139, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187, P88, P89]
LP4 44 [P112, P113, P137, P138, P182, P183. P184, P185. P186, P187, P87, P88]
LP4 45 [Pl11, Pl12, P136, P137, P182, P183, P184, P185, P186, P187, P8G, P87]
Time: 5040 msecs
(c74) / ............................................................................. /





%DCL-W-SKPOAT, image data (records not beginning with "$") ignored
HME4905 job terminated at 23-JAN-1991 09:05:46.65
Ra_eneQn_/gn_oemation:: 374
Direct I/0 count: 580
Page faults: 147965
Charged CPU time: 0 00:07:11.01
Peak working set size: 4096
Peak page file size: 40493
Mounted volumes: 0
Elapsed time: 0 00:13:18.49
APPENDIX B
MACSYMA CODE TO DIFFERENTIATE THE RESIDUAL
/* RMDER.MAC : GENERAL RESIDUAL EXPRESSION & WING.WAKE UPDATES (K=KUP.K=KLOW) =/
/- ./
/" MACSYMA PROGRAM TO GENERATE FORTRAN SOURCE CODE FOR THE JACOBIAN & RHS -/
/- ./






















(I/2)'(DCI'P(J.K.I )÷DC2=P(J.K÷I.I )÷DC3"P(J.K+2.I )
+DCI=P(J.K.I+I)+DC2=P(d.K÷I.I+I)_DC3,P(J.K+2.I+I)) + QZINF$
(1/2)'(DC4"P(J,K,! )_DC5=P(_,K-I,I )÷DC6=P(d,K-2,I )
÷DC4=P(J.K,I+I)_DC5=P(_.K-I,I+I)+DC6"P(J.K-2.I÷I)) ÷ OZINF$
CCI=P(d. KUP .ITE)+S=CC2"P(J.KUP +I.ITE)+ CC3"P(J.KUP _2.1TE)
÷S=CC4=P(d.KLOW. ITE) ÷ CC5"P(J.KLOW-I.ITE)÷S=CC6"P(J.KLOW-2.ITE)$
(I/2)'(AIK(K)=(P(U.K .I)-P(d.K-I.I)+P(j.K .I÷I)-P(d.K-I.I+I))
÷A2K(K)'(P(d.K+I.I)-P(j.K .I)+P(J.K+I.I÷I)-P(d.K .I+I)))












U(I.J.K) := AIIR (d.I)=PX(I.d.K) + XIYIP(J.I)'PY(I.J.K)$
V(I.d.K) := XIYIP(J.I)'PX(I.d.K) ÷ PY(I.j.K)$
FOR N:O THRU 4 DO (
RH [N](I.d.K):=(I+GI=(U(I.U.K)=PX(I._.K)÷V(I.d.K),Py(I.j.K)+PZ[N](I.d.K)=2
SG [N](I.d.K):= G3 • ( (RH[N](I.J.K)_RH[N](I-I.d.K))_G4 + G5 ) F NP





R2KW():=( RIP[3](I._.K)÷ RIM[3](I.U.K)÷ RIP[3](I.U.K-I)+ RIM[3](I.d.K-I))/4$







:= CC1"P(d.K.I) + S=CC2-P(J.K÷I.I) + CC3=P(d.K÷2.!)$
TAII"(FU(I.J)+S'FU(I-I.d))+TAI2=(FU(I÷I.d)+S-FU(I.d))$
TAJI'(FU(I.d)+S=FU(I.d-I))÷TAJ2-(FU(I._÷I)÷S-FU(I.j))$









:= CC4=P(J.K.I) ÷ S-CC5=P(j.K-I.I) ÷ CC6"P(d.K-2.I)$
TAII"(FL(I.d)+S'FL(I-I.d))+TAI2-(FL(I_I.J)÷S=FL(I.U))$
TAJI'(FL(I.J)+S'FL(I.d-I))+TAd2-(FL(I._+I)_S-FL(I.j))$
(XIXX(J.I)_2÷XIYX(J.I)_2)-FXL() ÷ XIYX(J.I)'FYL() + XIXX(d.I)'OXINF$
XIYX(J.I)'FXL() + FYL()$
(UL()'DDZXL÷VL()'DDZYL-QZINF) • DZETA(KLOW)$
(ANOFII : S "(RIK • TA33M = DDPU + RIK "QZINF,2=XIXXI(J.I)/DZETAC(K)).
ANOFI2 : RIKU • TA33P • DOPL + RIKU=QZINF-2-XIXXI(J.I)/DZETAC(K)
ANOFI3 : R2KW = TA33M • CIR
ANOFI4 : S " R2KP " TA33P • ClR ,_$
B-i
(NI : [I ,I-I,1-2.1 .I-I.1-2,1 ,I-I.1-2.1 .I-I.1-2.! ,I-I,1-2]
NJ : [d ,d ,_ ,d-l,d-l,d-l,d ,_ ,d ,d+l,d+l,d_l,d ,d ,d ]
NK : [K ,K ,K ,K ,K ,K ,K-I,K-1,K-1,K ,K ,K ,K_I,K_I,K_I]
NT[O] : [1 ,1 ,1 , 1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 , 1 ,1 , 1 , 1 ,1 ,1 ]
NT[I] : [1 ,1 ,1 ,O ,O iO ,O ,0 ,O ,O ,0 ,O ,1 ,1 ,1 ]
NT[2] : [1 , 1 ,1 ,O ,0 ,0 ,1 ,1 ,t ,O ,0 ,O ,O ,O ,0 ]
NT[3] : [1 ,1 ,1 ,0 ,O ,O ,1 ,1 ,1 ,O ,0 ,O ,O ,O ,O ]
NT[4] : [1 ,1 ,i ,O ,O ,0 ,0 ,O ,O ,O ,O ,O ,1 ,1 ,1 ])$
FOR L:O THRU 4 DO (M : O,
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PP[L,M]:PX (NI[N],Nj[N],NK N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PP[L.M]:PY (NI[N],NU[N],NK N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 D0 (M:M_I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PP[L,M]:PZ[L](NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M_I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PP[L,M]: U (NI[N].NJ[N],NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PP[L,M]: V (NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])))$
KILL(PX,PY,PZ[O],PZ[1],PZ[2],PZ[3],PZ[4],U,V)$
FOR L:O THRU 4 DO (M : O,
FOR N:t THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PF[L,M]:PX (NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M÷I,IF PART(NT[L],N):I THEN PF[L.M]:PY (NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])),
FOR N: 1THRU 15 DO (M:M÷I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PF[L,M]:PZ[L](NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M÷I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PF[L,M]: U (NI[N],NJ[N],NK[N])),
FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I,IF PART(NT[L],N)=I THEN PF[L,M]: V (NI[N],Nd[N],NK[N])))$
RTTO:























P(d ,K ,I-2):P86 P(d ,K
P(d+I,K ,I-2)=P91 P(J_I,K
P(d-i,K÷l.I-2)=PiO6 P(U-I,K*I
P(d ,K_I,I-2):Plil P(d ,K+I
P(j_l,K÷l,I-2)=P116 P(J+I,K+I





























I)=P88 ,P(d K ,I+1)=P89
I)=P93 ,P(d_l K I÷1)=P94




P(d ,K_2.I)=P138,P(d K+2 I+1):P139]$
I-I)=P82 P(J-I,K ,I)=PB3 ,P(j-I K
I-I)=P87 P(d ,K ,I)=P88 ,P(d K
I-1)=P92 P(j+I,K ,I)=P93 ,P(J+I K
I-I)=PI07 P(J-I,K_I,I)=PIOS,P(J-I K÷I









P(j ,K+2.I-2)=P136 P(U ,K_2,I-1)=P137,P(j ,K+2.I)=P138,P(j ,K÷2,I÷l)=P139,
P(J÷l,K÷2,I)=P143,
P(d ,K÷3,I-2)=P161P(d ,K+3,I-1)=P162,P(J .K÷3,I)=P163,P(J ,K÷3,I_1)=P164]$
RTT2:
[P(J ,K-3,I-2)=P11 P(d ,K-3,i-1)=P12 ,P(d ,K-3,I)=P13 ,P(d ,K-3,I_l)=P14
P(U-1,K-2,1)=P33
P(d ,K-2.I-2):P36 P(U ,K-2,I-1)=P37 ,P(d ,K-2,I)=P38 ,P(d ,K-2,I*l):P39 ,
P(J*1,K-2,I)=P43
P(J-1.K-l,I-2)=P56 P(J-1,K-i,I-1):PS? ,P(J-i,K-I,I)=P58 .P(J-1,K-l,I÷I)=P59 ,
P(d ,K-l,I-2)=P61 P(d ,K-l,I-1)=P62 ,P(d ,K-1,I)=P63 P(d ,K-l,I*l)=P64 ,
P(d+1,K-1,1-2):PG6 P(d_i,K-l,l-l)=P67" ,P(J_I,K-I,I)=PG8 ,P(d+_,K-I,I+I)=PG9 ,
P(J-I,K ,i-2)=P8i P(U-I,K ,I-I)=P82 ,P(J-I,K ,I)=P83 P(J-I,K ,I+i)=P84
P(d ,K ,I-2)=P86 ,P(d .K ,I-I)=PS? ,P(J ,K .I)=P88 ,P(J ,K ,I+I)=P89
P(J+I,K ,1-2)=P91 ,P(J+I,K ,I-1)=P92 .P(d+l,K ,I)=P93 P(d+l,K ,I_1)=P94 i$
RTT3:
[P(d ,K-2,I-2)=P36 ,P(d ,K-2.I-1)=P37 ,P(d ,K-2,I):P38 P(U ,K-2,I÷1)=P39
P(Uo1,K-1.I-2)=P56 ,P(d-l,K-l,I-1)=P57 ,P(d-1K-1,I):P58 P(d-I,K-1 !_1)=P59
P(d ,K-l,I-2)=P61 ,P(d ,K-1,I-I)=P62 ,P(J K-1.i)=P63 P(d ,K-1 I÷1)=P64
P(J+1,K-l,I-2)=P66 ,P{j+l,K-I,I-1)=P67 ,P(J_I K-l,I)=P68 P(j+I,K-1 I+1)=P69
P(O-1,K ,I-2)=P81 .P(O-1,K ,i-1)=P82 ,P(d-1K ,I)=P83 P(J-1,K I_1)=P84
P(d ,K ,I-2)=P86 ,P(U ,K ,!-1)=P87 ,P(d K ,I)=P88 P(d ,K I_1)=P89
P(O+I,K ,I-2)=P91 ,P(J+I,K ,I-1)=P92 ,P(J+I K ,I)=P93 P(j+I,K I+1)=P94
P(d ,K+l,I-2)=Pl11,P(d ,K+l,I-I)=P112,P(J K÷l,!)=P113 P(d .K+I I_l):P114,
P(d ,KLOW-2,ITE)=P182, P(d ,KLOW-I,ITE)=P1B3, P(J ,KL0W ,ITE)=P184































I-1)=PB2 .P(J-1,K I)=P83 ,P(j-1,K ,I+4)=PB4 ,
I-1)=P87 ,P(d .K I)=P88 .P(J .K .I_1)=P89 .
I-1)=P92 ,P(d÷I,K I)=P93 ,P(d_I,K ,I_1):P94
I-1)=PIOT,P(d-1,K+I I)=P108,P(d-I,K÷I,I_I)=P109
I-1)=Pl12,P(J ,K+I I)=P113,P(d ,K÷l,I_1)=P114,
I-1)=PllT,P(d_1,K+l I)=Pl18,P(J+l,K+l,I÷l)=P119.
I-1)=P13?,P(J ,K+2 I)=P138,P(J ,K_2,I÷l)=P139,
KL0W-l,ITE)=P183. P(d ,KLOW ,ITE)=P184













































































LPPO[31] :[P63 ,P64 ,P88 ,P89 ,Pl13 Pt14]
LPPO[32] :[P62 ,P63 ,P87 ,P88 ,Pl12 Pl13]
LPPO[33] :[P61 ,P62 ,P86.,P87 ,Pll Pl12]
LPPO[34] :[P58 ,P59 ,P83 ,P84 ,P108 P109]
LPPO[35] :[P57 ,P58 ,P82 ,P83 ,P107 P108]
LPPO[36] :[P56 ,P57 ,P81 ,P82 ,P106 P107]
LPPO[37] :[P38 ,P39 ,P63 ,P64 ,P88 P89 ]
LPPO[38] :[P37 ,P38 ,P62 ,P63
LPPO[39] :[P36 .P37 ,P61 ,P62
LPPO[40] :[P68 ,P69 .P93 ,P94
LPPO[41] :[P67 ,P68 ,P92 ,P93
LPPO[42] :[P66 ,P67 ,P91 ,P92
LPPO[43] :[P88 ,P89 ,P113,P114
LPPO[44] :[P87 ,P88 ,PII2,P113
LPPO[45] :[P86 .P87 .PIll.P112
P89 ,P93 ,P94 ], LPP[46]:LPP[16]
P88 ,P92 ,P93 ], LPP[47]:LPP[17]
P87 ,P91 ,P92 ], LPP[48]:LPP[18]
P84 ,P88 ,P89 ], LPP[49]:LPP[19]
P83 ,PS? ,P88 ], LPP[50]:LPP[20]
P82 ,P8G ,P87 ], LPP[51]:LPP[21]
P64 ,P68 ,P69 ], LPP[52]:LPP[22]
P63 ,P67 ,P68 ], LPP[53]:LPP[23]
P62 ,P66 P67 ], LPP[54]:LPP[24]
P94 ,P98 P99 ], LPP[55]:LPP[25]
P93 ,P97 P98 ], LPP[56]:LPP[26]











































































Pl13 P114],LPP2137]:[P13,P14,P38,P39,P63 ,P64 ]
P112 P113].LPP2138]:[P12,P13,P3?,P38,P62 ,P63 ]
Plll P112],LPP2139]:[P11,PI2,P36,P37,P61 ,P62 ]
P143 P144],LPP2140]:[P43,P44,P68 P69,P93 ,P94 ]
#142 P143].LPP2141]:[P42,P43.P67 P68,P92 ,P93 ]























































P88 ,P89 ] LOP3[3?]:APPEND(LPP3[3?].SC[R),
P87 ,P88 ] LPP3138]:APPEND(LPP3138].SCIR).












SRU :[P56 P57,P58.PS£,P61,P62,P63,P64,P?6 ,P?7 ,P78 ,P79 .P81 ,P82 ,P83 ,P84 ,
P86 P87.P88,P89,P91,P92,P93,P94,PlO6,PlOT,PlO8,P109,P111,P112,P113.P114]$
SRK :[P36 P37,P38,P39,P56,P57.P58,P59,P61,P62.P63,P64,P66 ,P67 ,P68 ,P69 ,
P81P82.P83,P84.P86.PS?,P88.P89,P91,P92,P93,P94,P111,P112,P113.P114]$















RTTW :(P(U ,KLOW-2,1TE)=P182, P(J ,KLOW-i,ITE)=PIB3, P(J ,KLOW ,ITE)=P184,
P(J ,KUP ,ITE)=P185. P(d ,KUP +I,ITE)=PIB6, P(d ,KUP _2,ITE)=PIB?]$
LJKI :[j-2=UM2, d-l=OM1, J+I=GP1, J+2=JP2, K-2=KM2, K-I=KM1, K+I=KP1, K_2=KP2,




FOR M:I THRU LENGTH(RTTO ) DO ( DER [M]: DIFF(RESIDUAL,RHS(RTTO[M])) )$
REMOVE([RIP,RIM,RJ,RK,RJP,RKP],DEPENDENCY)$
DEpEND_(R1K'sR1K'DDP__SDP_'R1KU'_R_K__DD_L_SD_L__R2KW__R2KW'R2K_'_R2K__cIR'ScIR)$
FOR M:l THRU LENGTH(RTTI) DO ( DERI[M]: DIFF(ANDFII,RHS(RTTI[M])) )$
FOR M:I THRU LENGTH(RTT2) DO ( DER2[M]: DIFF(ANOFI2,RHS(RTT2[M])) )$
FOR M:I THRU LENGTH(RTT3) DO ( DER3[M]: DIFF(ANOFI3,RHS(RTT3[M])) )$
FOR M:I THRU LENGTH(RTT4) DO ( DER4[M]: DIFF(ANDFI4,RHS(RTT4[M])) )$
REMOVE([RIK,DDPU,RIKU,DDPL,R2KW,R2KP,CIR],DEPENDENCY)$
( SDES:[XDI,XD2,XD3,XD4,XD5], SDESI:[XDI.XD2], SDES2:[XD3,XD4,XDS] )$
DEPENDS([OXINF,QZINF],SDESI,[DDZXU,DDZYU,DDZXL,DDZYL],SDES2)$
DEPENDS([RIP,RIM,RJ.RK.RJP,RKP],SDESI)$
FOR M:I THRU LENGTH(SDESI) DO ( ORS [M]: DIFF(RESIDUAL,SDESI[M]) )$
REMOVE([RIP,RIM,RJ,RK,RJP,RKP],DEPENDENCY)$
DEPENDS([R1K,R1KU,R2KW,R2KP],SDES1,[DDPU.DDPL],SDES)$











(LT : SUBST(PFO, [RIP[O](I,J,K), RIM[O](I,C,K),
RIP[O](I,d-I,K), RIM[O](I,U-1,K), RIP[O](I,j,K-1). RIM[O](I,U,K-1),
RIP[O](l,d+1,K), RIM[O](I,O÷I,K), RIPEO](I,O,K+I), RIM[O](I,d,K÷I)]),
LR : [RIP, RIM, RIPJM, RIMdM, RIPKM, RIMKM, RIPjP, RIMJP, RIPKP, RIMKP],
FOR N:I THRU 10 DO (LT[N] : SUBST(LJKI,LT[N]), LR[N] :: LT[N]))$
(RU : (I/4) = (RIP_RIM÷RIPjM÷RIMUM), RJP : (I/4) " (RIPJPsRIMdP÷RIP+RIM
RK : (1/4) • (RIP÷RIM+RIPKM+RIMKM), RKP ; (1/4) " (RIPKP+RIMKP÷RIP_RIM i$
FOR N:31THRU 45
FOR N: I THRU ?5
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SRIP)
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SRIM)
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SRd )
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SRK )
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SRJP)
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SRKP)
DO ( LPP[N] : LPPO[N] )$
DO (DEPENDS(CONCAT(PO,N),LPP[N]) )$
DO ( DRIP[L]: DIFF(RIP,SRIP[L]) )$
DO ( DRIM[L]: DIFF(RIM,SRIM[L]) )$
DO ( DRY [L]: DIFF(RJ ,SRJ [L]) )$
DO ( DRK ELI: D!FF(RK ,SRK [L]) )$
DO ( DRJP[L]: DIFF(RJP.SRJP[L]) )$
DO ( DRKP[L]: DIFF(RKP,SRKP[L]) )$
( RIK : SUEST(PFI, RIK ()), RIK : SUBST4
RIKU: SUBST(PF2, RIKU()), RIKU: SUESTq
R2KW: SUBST(PF3, R2KW()), R2KW: SUBSTq
R2KP: SUBST(PF4, R2KP()), R2KP: SUBST_
DDPU: SUBST(RTT1,DDPU()), DDPU: SUBSTq






LjKI,DDPL), CIR: SUBST(RTTW,CI(J)) )$
FOR N:31THRU 45
FOR N: 1THRU 75
FOR N:31THRU 45
FOR N: 1THRU 75
FOR N:31 THRU 45
FOR N: 1 THRU 75
DO ( LPP[N] : LPPI[N] )$
DO (DEPENDS(CONCAT(PA,N),LPP[N]) )$
DO ( LPP[N] : LPP2[N] )$
DO [ DEPENDS(CDNCAT(PB,N),LPP[N]) )$
DO ( LPP[N] : LPP3[N] )$
DO (DEPENDS([CDNCAT(PC,N),CDNCAT(PD,N)],LPP[N]) )$
FOR L: I THRU LENGTH(SRIK ) DO ( DRIK [L]: DIFF(RIK .SRIK [L]) )$
FOR L: I THRU LENGTH(SRIKU) DO ( DRIKU[L] : DIFF(RIKU,SRIKU[L]) )$
FOR L: I THRU LENGTH(SR2KW) DO ( DR2KW[L] : DIFF(R2KW,SR2KW[L]) )$
FOR L: I THRU LENGTH(SR2KP) DO ( DR2KP[L] : DIFF(R2KP,SR2KP[L]) )$
FOR L: 1THRU LENGTH(SDPU ) DO ( DDDPU[L] : DIFF(DDPU,SDPU ILl) )$
FOR L: 1THRU LENGTH(SDPLO) DO ( DDDPL[L] : DIFF(DDPL,SDPLO[L]) )$
FOR L: 1THRU LENGTH(SCIR ) DO ( DCIR [L] : DIFF(CIR ,SCIR [L]) )$
I.............................................................................. /
FOR N:I THRU 75 DO DEPENDS
([CONCAT(PO,N),CONCAT(PA,N),CONCAT(PB,N).CONCAT(PCoN),CONCAT(PD,N)].SDES1)$



















L]: DIFF(R2KP, SDESI[L]) )$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SDES ) DO ( DNDPU ILl: DIFF(DDPU, SDES ILl),
DNDPLO[L]: DIFF(DDPL, SDES [L]) )$
KILL(RULES)$
/.............................................................................. /
PPSUB(I) := FOR N: I THRU ?5 DO ( FOR M: 1THRU LENGTH(LPP[N])
DO (TD:PART(LPP[N],M), PP[I,N]:SUBST(TD,EV(TD),PP[I,N])) )$
(FOR N :3i THRU 45 DO (LPP IN]
FOR L : I THRU LENGTH(RTTO) DO (RHS(RTTO[L])
(FOR N :31THRU 45 DO (LPP IN]
FOR L : 1THRU LENGTH(RTT1) DO (RHS(RTTI[L])
(FOR N :31THRU 45 DO (LPP IN]
FOR L : 1TH.RU LENGTH(RTT2) DO (RHS(RTT2[L])
(FOR N :31THRU 45 DO (LPP IN]
FOR L : 1THRU LENGTH(RTT3) DO (RHS(RTT3[L])















FOR L:O THRU 4 DO (FOR N:I THRU 75 DO (PP[L,N]:SUBST(LJKI,PP[L,N])))$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTTO) DO ( RTTO[L] : SUBST(LJKI,RTTO[L]) )$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTTI) DO ( RTTI[L] : SUBST(LdKI,RTTi[L]) )$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT2) DO ( RTT2[L] : SUgST(LjKI,RTT2[L]) )$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT3) DO ( RTT3[L] : SU_ST(LdKI,RTT3[L]) )$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT4) DO ( RTT4[L] : SUBST(LJKI,RTT4[L]) )$
/.............................................................................. /











FOR L:I THRU LNR DO
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB,EVAL(RHS(RTT[L])),' .... ,EVAL(LHS(RTT[L])),CR)) )$
TITLE2(STI,I) :=
(GENTRAN(LITERAL("C",CR,"C",TAB.EVAL(STI),CR,"C",CR)), M: O,
FOR NN:I THRU 5 DO (FOR N:I THRU 15 DO (M:M+I, IF PART(NT[I].N)=I THEN
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB,EVAL(STI),EVAL(M}," = ",EVAL(PP[I,M]),CR)))) )$
TITLE3(STI,I,RRTT) :=
( GENTRANOPT: FALSE,
















( GENTRANOPT: FALSE, MAXEXPPRINT: 3200 )$
EXEC3(RTT) :=
IF L=LENGTH(RTT) THEN GENTRAN(L!TERAL(TAB,"ENDIF",CR))$
GENTRANOUT("RMDER.FOR")$/" START WRITING FORTRAN SOURCE OUTPUT "/
/............................................................................../




(GENTRAN(RSETQ(RIP.RIP)). GENTRAN(RSETQ(RIM.RIM)). GENTRAN(RSETQ(Rd .Rd )).
GENTRAN(RSETQ(RK .RK )). GENTRAN(RSETQ(RdP.RJP)). GENTRAN(RSETO(RKP.RKP)))$
/--/GENTRAN(LITERAL("C".CR."C".TAS."DER".CR))$
(LRIP:O. LRIM:O. LRJ:O. LRK:O. LRdP:O. LRKP:O)$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTTO) DO (PRINT(L).
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ".EVAL(RRTTO).CR)).
( IF MEMBER(RRTTO.SRIP) THEN (LRIR:LRIP+I
( IF MEMBER(RRTTO.SRIM) THEN (LRIM:LRIM+I
( IF MEMBER(RRTTO.SRd ) THEN (LRJ :LRJ *I
( IF MEMBER(RRTTO.SRK ) THEN (LRK :LRK +I
( IF MEMBER(RRTTO.SRJP) THEN (LRJP:LRJP+I






TITLE4("RJ" RRTTO.DRJ [LRJ ])) ).
TITLE4("RK" RRTTO.DRK [LRK ])) ).
TITLE4("RdP" RRTTO.DRJP[LRJP])) ).
TITLE4("RKP" RRTTO.DRKP[LRKP])) ).
TITLE4("RES" RRTTO.DER EL ]) .
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB."DER - "."RES".EVAL(RRTTO).CR)). EXEC3(RTTO) )$
/ .................................................................... / TITLEB()$





FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTTI) DO (PRINT(L). RRTTI:RHS(RTTI[L]). LRTTi:LHS(RTTI[L]).
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ".EVAL(RRTTI).CR)). EXECI(LRTTI). T!TLE3("PA".I.RRTTI).
( IF MEMBER(RRTTI.SRIK) THEN (LRIK:LRIK+I. TITLE4("RIK" .RRTTI.DRIK [LRIK])) ).
( IF MEMBER(RRTTI.SDPU) THEN (LDPU:LDPU+I. TITLE4("DDPU".RRTTI.DDDPU[LDPU])) ).
EXEC2(). TITLE4("DAN" .RRTTI.DERI EL ])
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB."DAN ..... DAN".EVAL(RRTTI).CR)). EXEC3(RTTI) )$
.................................................................... / TITLEB()$





FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT2) DO (PRINT(L). RRTT2:RHS(RTT2[L]). LRTT2:LHS{RTT2[L]).
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ".EVAL(RRTT2).CR)). EXECI(LRTT2). TITLE3("RB".2.RRTT2).
(IF MEMBER(RRTT2.SRIKU) THEN (LRIKU:LRIKU_I.TITLE4("RIKU".RRTT2.DRIKU[LRIKU]))).
(IF MEMBER(RRTT2.SDPLO) THEN (LDPLO:LDPLO+I.TITLE4("DDPL".RRTT2.DDDPL[LDPLO]))).
EXEC2(). TITLE4("DAN" .RRTT2.DER2 EL ]) .
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB."DAN = "."DAN".EVAL(RRTT2).CR)). EXEC3(RTT2) )$






FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT3) DO (PRINT(L). RRTT3:RHS(RTT3[L]). LRTT3:LHS(RTT3[L]).
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ".EVAL(RRTT3).CR)). EXECI(LRTT3). TiTLES("PC".3.RRTT3).
(IF MEMBER(RRTT3.SR2KW) THEN (LR2KW:LR2KW+I.TITLE4("R2KW".RRTT3.DR2KW[LR2KW]))).
(IF MEMBER(RRTT3.SCIR ) THEN (LCIR :LCIR +i.TITLE4("CIR" .RRTTS.DCIR [LCIR ]))).
EXEC2(). TITLE4("DAN" .RRTT3.DER3 EL ])
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB."DAN = "."DAN".EVAL(RRTT3).CR)). EXEC3(RTT3) )$






FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT4) DO (PRINT(L). RRTT4:RHS(RTT4[L]). LRTT4:LHS(RTT4[L]).
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ".EVAL(RRTT4).CR)). EXECI(LRTT4). TITLE3("PD".4.RRTT4).
(IF MEMBER(RRTT4.SR2KP) THEN (LR2KP:LR2KP+i.TITLE4("R2KR".RRTT4.DR2KP[LR2KR]))).
(IF MEMBER(RRTT4.SCIR ) THEN (LCIR :LCIR +I.TITLE4("CIR" .RRTT4.DCIR [LCIR ]))).
EXEC2(), TITLE4("DAN" .RRTT4,DER4 [L ]) ,
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB."DAN = "."DAN".EVAL(RRTT4).CR)). EXEC3(RTT4) )$
/ .................................................................... / TiTLEB()$
B-G
/- RIGHT HAND SIDES "/
/. */
/- XO : [XD1 , XD2 , XD3, XD4, XDS] "/
/. -/








(GENTRAN(RSETQ(RIP,RIP)), GENTRAN(RSETO(RIM,RIM)), GENTRAN(RSETO(RJ ,Rd )),
GENTRAN(RSETQ(RK ,RK )), GENTRAN(RSETQ(RJP,RJP)), GENTRAN(RSETQ(RKP,RKP)))$
/--/GENTRAN(LITERAL("C",CR,"C",TAB,"DRESIDUAL",CR))$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SDESi) DO (PRINT(L), XDL: SDESI[L], TITLE5("PO",O,XDL),
TITLE4("RIP",XDL,DNRIP[L]), TITLE4("RIM",XDL,DNRIM[L]),









FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SDES) DO (PRINT(L), XDL: SDES[L], TITLE5("PA",i,XDL),
IF L<=LENGTH(SDESI) THEN TITLE4("RIK" ,XDL,DNRIK[L]),
TITLE4("DDPU",XDL.DNDPU[L]),
TITLE4("ANI" ,XDL,DRSI [L]) )$
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C",CR,TAB,"ENDIF",CR) )$
/............................................................................../





FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SDES) DO (PRINT(L), XDL: SDES[L], TITLE5("PB",2,XDL),
IF L<:LENGTH(SDESI) THEN TITLE4("RIKU",XDL,DNRiKU[L]),
TITLE4("DDPL",XDL.DNDPLO[L]),








FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SDES1) DO (PRINT(L), XDL: SDESI[L], TITLE5("PC",3,XDL),
TITLE4("R2KW".XDL,DNR2KW[L]),








FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(SDESI) DO (PRINT(L), XDL: SDESI[L], TITLE5("PD",4,XDL).
TITLE4("R2KP",XDL,DNR2KP[L]),
TITLE4("AN4" ,XDL,DRS4 [L]) )$
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C",CR.TAB,"ENDIF",CR,"C",CR) )$
/............................................................................../
( GENTRAN( LITERAL(TAB,"RHSM = RESXDI + ANIXDI + AN2XDI • AN3XDI ÷ AN4XDI",CR.
TAB,"RHSA : RESXD2 + ANiXD2 + AN2XD2 + AN3XD2 + AN4XD2",CR.
TAB,"RHST - ANIXD3 + AN2XD3",CR,
TAB,"RHSC : ANIXD4 ÷ AN2XD4",CR,
TAB,"RHSL = ANIXD5 + AN2XD5",CR) ), TITLEB() )$
/ .............................................................................. /
B-7
/- WRITE SYMBOLIC PART FOR dACOBIAN "/
/.............................................................................. /
/''/TITLET("SUBROUTINE RE(d,I,K,JJ,II,KK.M)", "RE.FOR"."INCLUDE (INTROM)")$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTTO) DO (PRINT(L), RRTTO:RHS(RTTO[L]), LRTTO:LHS(RTTO[L]),
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ",EVAL(RRTTO),CR)), EXECI(LRTTO).
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB,"M = i".CR)), EXEC3(RTTO) )$
/ .................................................................... / TITLE8()$
/''/TITLET("SUBROUTINE RIE(J,I,K,Jd. II.KK.MM)", "RIE.FOR"."INCLUDE (INTROM)")$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTTI) DO (PRINT(L), RRTTI:RHS(RTTI[L]), LRTTI:LHS(RTTI[L]).
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ",EVAL(RRTTI),CR)), EXECI(LRTTI),
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB,"MM = I",CR)), EXEC3(RTTI) )$
/ .................................................................... / TITLEB()$
/=-/TITLET("SUBROUTINE R2E(J.I.K,JJ,II,KK,MM)", "R2E.FOR","INCLUDE (INTROM)")$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT2) DO (PRINT(L), RRTT2:RHS(RTT2[L]), LRTT2:LHS(RTT2[L]),
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ",EVAL(RRTT2),CR)), EXECI(LRTT2),
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB,"MM = I",CR)), EXEC3(RTT2) )$
/ .................................................................... / TITLEB()$
/--/TITLET("SUBROUTINE R3E(j,I,K.JJ,II,KK,MM)" "R3E.FOR","INCLUDE (INTROM)")$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT3) DO (PRINT(L), RRTT3:RHS(RTT3[L]), LRTT3:LHS(RTT3[L]),
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ",EVAL(RRTT3),CR)), EXECI(LRTT3),
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB."MM = I",CR)), EXEC3(RTT3) )$
/ .................................................................... / TITLEB()$
/=-/TITLET("SUBROUTINE R4E(J,I,K.JJ,II,KK,MM)", "R4E.FOR","INCLUDE (INTROM)")$
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTT4) DO (PRINT(L), RRTT4:RHS(RTT4[L]). LRTT4:LHS(RTT4[L]),
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C ",EVAL(RRTT4),CR)). EXECI(LRTT4),
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB."MM = I",CR)), EXEC3(RTT4) )$
/ .................................................................... / TITLEB()$
APPENDIX C
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DAHPS I IS= ( DDPUsE 1KP! I •TA33M_2_ X | XX | [ J . | ) • O! _ NF •R 1KPII I /r_ 2E'r A_" ( K ) ]
0AH • OANP! 1
ELSE|F ( CN0( I; ,JJ.KK, !ME . JP1 .K) ) THEN
PAl "rPll2 AJ2(J}/2.O
PAIIPS2 A,]2[ J)/2.O





T 1 • ( G I • ( PA 1 .rw HAE2_PA2IPA47_PA32•• 2 ) * I ) • • TO
12 • PAI ?• PAIZP II2,_PA I.rPE21PAi2_PA2=PA47Hi 2
T2mGI=G2•TI•T2
.r4 I ( G I • ( PA 11i PA$2_PA$•PA4&*PA33 • •2 ) * 1 ) • • TO
TSIPAIE_PA|$PII2_PA11PS2•PA|2*PA$#PA41P$2
R 1KPII 2 I | 3• ( SG ( | M1 , J , K ) • { G 11 G2•TAsTSsS*T3 ) _G 1 • 12# 14• T$ ) ÷3• ( G I ! G2•SG
• ( Z , J,K)WTI_T2•S+.r$} )/4.0
OANPII2•S• (DDPU=AIKPS2•TA33M÷2_X|XX[ {J, | )=OZINF•RIKPII2/DZETAC(K) }
DAN • OAHPS2
ELSE!F lEND( I I o,J_.KK, _ . JP1 , K) ) THEH
PAIlP|3 AJ2lU}/2.0
PAI'rPS2 A_J2(J}/2•O
PA41PI2 AJ2 (_) •XIY|P I J, I ) /2.0




T I • ( 11• ( PA 1T=PAS2*PA2•PA4'r*PA328•2 }* 1 )=•TO
13 | PA 17sPA|2P_3*PA I TH| 3•PA|2*PA2IPAATP| 3
RIKP|3_ { 3• 110( | , J, K) • ( GI•G2•T I •12•$*01_02• [ G1_ |PAl |IPA$1*PAIIPA411*
• PA31=•2}*I|_•TOe(PA11111AII1PII$*PAIIIPI3•PA|l÷PAlOPAAIPI$)}*GlsG2•TI
• •T2]*3•GleG2tSG|IMI,J.K)•TI•T2)/4.0
DOPUPS 3 •02E'rA (KLOW) _ ( ¢C 1 •0OZXU•X !YX ( _ . ! ] sTAJ2_CC I _0DZTU• TAJ2 )



















































































































































TO_ I G S * ( PA3Oo PA?5+PA I 5sPA$O_P44Saa2 )* 1 ) .a I G2" | |
T1 I P'A3OI PA?SP I Oi"_'A3OP 104" PA?S*PA 1 S= pAIOp t Oi
R 1KPlOSIS= (GI=G2=SG( IM1 , J,KPt ]=TOBTI=S+G1 eG2_TO=TI ) /4 .0












T I • ( r: 1 • ( PJL2$ = PA';4+PA t 62PASS+PA442 • 2 | + t ) • =TO
T2 _ PA2S'PA?4P* 10?+PA21P I O? =PA74+PA 14 IpASSp 10?
T31CtlG2=T I"T2
T 4 = | _ I • ( PA30=PATS ÷ PA 1S • PA $O+_*A44= • 2 | • t | • • TO
TS • PASO= PA?SP tO?÷PA2OP 10?=PATS*PA 1 | IPAIOP I O?
_IKPlO?= ($= ISG( ]MI , J.KP1 )= (GI=G2=T4=TS=S*T3)+C t =G2,T4=TS)+S= (G1wG2
• =SG( I ,,J,KPI )=T l=T2=S+T3) }/4.0






PASSPtOI " ( 1.0/2.O'AJS (./)=X[_XP(J. I | )




T I • ( G _ • ( PA21=PA?4+PA _ 48PASI+PA44= 82 )+ I | == TO
T2 I PA2g IPA?IP I O1_A2|_' 108 IPA?4*IbA t l=pA|lp IO&
R ! K_ IOI i ( S • ( SC ( I o J . KP 1 ) • | G 1 • G2=T ! • T2=S+G t =G2= ( G t • ( PA21= PA?3+PA13 =
• PASI_PA43"=2 )* I )= = TO" ( PA21=PAT2P 1OI+PA28P 104=PA'f3+PA t 2mPASiP I08 | J
• +G;'G2=T I=T2)_GI=G2_SG( IM_ . J.KPl J=T1 .T2=S|/4.O
TO.S=-2
DOPUP IO4=DZET&| KL0W) = iCC2=DOZXU=XZYXlJ, | ] = TO=TAJ I+C¢2=DOZYUsTOe
• TAJ1 |
DAmP I Ol. S • [ 00PU= R IKP toi= TA33M+0DPUP t O&=ll 1K=TA33_*2= X I XX | I j ° | ) =







R1KP 10_ =G I =_2eSG ( ! ,j, KP ! )= IGI= | PA21=PA?3*PA t 3=PASI+PA43==2 | + t ]==|
• G2" 1 ) = ( PA21=PA?3P 10$*PA21P 10|=PA?2+PA13=PASIP 102 ) =S/4 . 0













T1 i (GI= IPA 1 ilPAI2"*P_31PA44*PA33==2 J + 1 )81TO
T2 • ( G ! • { PA30_ PA?S+PA I $ • P_IO+PA4 S= • 2 ) * ! ) • * TO
T:_=_A3OIPA?SP I 11 +PA3OP _ t _ =PA?S+PAt S=PA$OP 11 I*PAlSP1 I 1 =PASO÷2=PA4S=
. PA4SP111
_ tKP I 1 I . [S-(¢I=G2=SG( _1 .J. KPI I.T2=T3.S.CI=G2=T2=T3 )+3= (2mGI=G2.S _
• ( IM| + J.KI=PA33ePA33P 1 t I _T 1=S+2=Gl=G2=PA33=PA33_t t I.T t ) )/4.0







PA22P1_2 ( "A,12 (,/)*A..I 11 J ) ) / 2 . O









PA?SPI12 • DX_;|]M2)=XtY_p(j. ZM2).(.A.._2(J)+A_I(._))/2.O
TOsG2- I
T t * ( G 1 • ( PA 17= PAI2_._A2 m PA4 T+PA32= • 2 ) + _ ) • • TO
T2 : 21G ! IG2=PA32=PA32P I t 2= T 1
T3= [GI=(PA2J=PAT4+PA14=PASS*PA44==2)+I )8=TO
T 4 i PA2 I • PA'?4P I t 2+P421 P I t 2 = PA?4+PA 14 • PAS| • ! t 2+PA 14P 1 I 2 • PAS 9+21 PA44=
• PA44P112
TS=GI=G2fT3=T4
T4= ( G t = I PAt 8=PAI3+P&3=PA48*PI_33=_2 J _1 )=tTo
7"I . ( G I • I _430= PA?S +PA _ $ • PA|O*PA4S= • 2 ) * 1 I • • TO
T4 IPA30=_A?SP _ 12_P430_ 1 121PATS÷PAt S=PA|OP112+P&ISP ! I 2=PAIO+21P&4Sl
• PA41P112
RI_P1 t2= (Se(SG( IM1 , J.KP1 |t ( GI=G2=T?=TS_S+TS).GI=G2=T?=TS)+3= (SG|
• I_1 . J. K ) = ( 2=G l=_2=PA33=PA33P ? 12=T|tS+T2)._2=G 1 =G2=PA33=PA23P + 12=T|
• J+S= (GI=_2=SG( I . J. KPl ) =T3=T4=S+¥S)+3= (2=GTsG2=SG( 1 , j, K)_432 =
• PA32P112=T 1 =S+T2 | ) /4 . O
TO.X2YX(J.I)
T1=3==2
DDPUP 112=DZETA(KLOW) = ( CC2=00ZXU= ( TO==2+Xt XX (_. ! )t=2)=T_ =TA [ 1-CC2=
• DDZYU=TO=TI=TAI I ]
0A_P I t 3 _S= I O0PU= R 1KP t 12_ TA33_+0DPU_' ! 12 • A I K= TA33_*2 • X ! X X ! ( J , ! | •












PASSPI_3 0Xl I (I)=AI 1R(J. _ ).$+|*&J2(J)+AJ_ (J))=Xrylp| j. _)/2.0
PAi2P113 | "AJ2(.J) ÷A,.I_ | J) ) "X Z YZP (J. fM1)/3.O*0X_ _ ( _Mt | =41 lib.(j. XM1 )
PAT3_l+3 DXl Z (_) =XIY[P(J. _)+S*(-AJ2(J)+&JI(J) )/2.0
P_?4_'_ 13 DXl [ ( IN118XI y Ip(J, IM1).I.AJ21 j)_AjI (j) |/3.0
TO|G2-!
TI . | G 18 (PA_?=PA82_PA2=PA4_._PA32=82)*I J=sTO
T2 _ | G 1 • ( PA2$= PA?4+P414=PASS *PA448= 2 ) + 1 ) == TO
T31PA21=PA?4P113+PA2SP 1 131PA74_PAt 4=PASIP t t3÷PA14P113=PAS|+21PA44=
. PA44P113


















































































































































































































































































































































































































PA44PI21 • DC2/2 0
TO•G2* 1
T1 = |GI= [ PA ITIPAI2+PA2=PAS?*PA32"=2 | 21 )==TO
T2 = I G 1 • I PA21_ PA't 4÷PAt 4=PAIl_'FA64= =2 ) '* 1 ) •= TO
It 1KF 13, = | S= | $_ | I . .J . KP 3 ) = | 2-P-11_2-PA44,PA44P I 3&- 72-S_2-_ 1 =G2_FA431
. PA43P138=(C';+{PA25=FA?3_PAI2=PAI&'*PA43wm2)'*l)==TO]*2=Gl=G2=PASA=
• FA44F 131='r2 | ÷3= | SG( I. J. K )= [ 2=G I=G2=PA32=FA22F 135 =? 18S+2=G t =G2m
pA3 I =FA3 t F 12|= | G 1= {FA I S=FAI I_.PAI=FA4I*PA218=2 ) + I I==TO]+2eGI=G2=
• F&32_PA32F t21= T 1 ) 22= _ t = _2=SG{ _MI . J .KF 1 | =FA44=PA44P 131=T2=S+$=GI •
• r-2.SG(IM1o.J.K}=FA32=FA22Pt34"TZ)/4.0




ODFUF 131 = DZI[TA{ KLOW). { DOZXU= (TO• (T2+T2)+I ?0- =22X _ XX (.J. I } 8=2 | ,T 1 }*
• DOZYU+ (T2÷T2+TO.TI I I
DANF 131 IS= { DDFU*It 1KP I 3 I • TA331.t+ODPUF 1388it t K= TA33_* 2 = X lXXl [J. ! }=







It I K P 13 ! = ( 2 • G I • G2 • SG [ I o J . KP 1 ) sPA43 ,PA43P 13I_ [ G I • | PA28 • FJT2+PA 13 =
• FAS&+@A42• •2 I+ I I•mTO=$*|•G 1 •G2"SGI [ . J .K| •P&31• FA3 IP 12S= {G I • (PAll•
• PA$1_FAI•PA4I÷PA21==2)*i)=•TO]/420
TO=X[ YX|.J. l |
OOFUP ! 3$ = D 21[T& { KLOW} = | CC38 DOZXU = | TO== 2*X IXX | J . ! } ,=2 | • TA_ 2÷CC3 =
• DO2YU-TO=TA|2|
OANP ! 31 • S • ( DOFU= It 1KF ! 31 • ,rA33M*OOPUP 12 I • It 1 Ks TA23M* 2 • X I X X I | J ° | ) =




OOFUF _ 13 = D ZETA | KLOWl = | CC2=ODZXU = X I TX ( J . I ) • TAJ2+¢r'2eDD2YU=TA.J2 )




1"0 • I G 1 • { FA3OSFA?S*PA ! S =FS$O+FASS• • 2 ) * 1 ) • • I P-2 - ! ]
It t KP 1 I 1 |$= [ 2,P- I =G21SG ( IN1..J. KF I ]=FASSIPASIF 1I I •TO•S+2•GI =G2ePASS I
• PASSFIlluTO)/_.O






TIt[G = | PA2Se FA?4+PA 141 FASI÷PA44= =2 ) * t ) •=,tO
T2 t 2= G _ •G2=F&4_&FA44P 1 I2= T 1
T3 = { G _ = | It A30= FATI ÷PAI $= PAIO+PAIS = = 2 ) _ I ) • - TO










T I • ( ¢ I • ( PA2S, PAT44.1n_A I 4- _4SI_.PA44= =2 | • t | ==TO
R 1KF 1 $3 • | S • | $G { I , J , Kit _ } • [ 2• G 1 •G2=PA44 • PAI4F ! 13 = T I .S* 2=G 1 •C2•FA43=
• FA43P t 12= (GI= { ItA21[-FA?3+_A_ 3=FAI&÷FA43•I21+ 1 | ••TO ) _2=_t =G21PA44=
. PA44PII3•,rl}+2=_I•G2=SGIIM_,J,KF1)=PA44=FA44F_IS=T1.S)/4.0






R 1KF 114 • G I =G2=SG ( | , J . KP I | • FA43•FA43P 184 • I G I • ( FA21- PA?2*FA13•FAS&+
. FA43=•2}+1 }•• | _2- _ )•S/2.0
DAHFl14•S=tODFUeItlKFl14•,rA23M+2•XIXXI(J°I|•OZZHF=ItlKFlI4/OZI[,rAC{K)



















































































































































































































NO1 • DXl] %)_|P88.S+PES)*OXtHF/XIX[P[J.%]
PE2 • DX[% %N1)_IpD?=S+PeE}_QXINF/XIXIP|J.]M1)
P53 • 0Xll IN2)=|PBS_S_Pi?)+OXINF/XlX%P|J.%M2|
PB? • DXl! I)*(p$3tS*PSA)*OXIHV/XIXlP|J.I|
PB_ • DX_I ]Mt|.[p82_S_Pe3)_OX]HF/XlXlP(J.IMI|
P58 , 0NIl IM2)_[pSl.S_52)_OX]NF/XlXlP(J.%_2)
P518 • XlYIP|J I)=OX[HFnS/X[XlP(J.I) +(AJ2(J|'[PtA+p$3"pat°PeI|*AJI
• [ J)l (PIS+PB4"_84"Pa3| |/2 _O
PE_? ' X%Y%PLJ IMI|'OXlNF'S/8Ix%p|J,I_1)_LAJ2[J|'(P$3+ps2"P58*P67]
• _AJ1 | J]. I PSI÷NE?'P83"P42) ]/2.O
P514 s X_YIP(J IM2)sOX%HF'S/XlX]PLJ. %_2)*|AJ2|J)s|P82+Pst°pI?'P&5)
• *AJI [ J)s [PS?_PEi*P_2"P&l | ]/20
P822 z XlYIP(_ I)_OXlH_.S/X%X%P|_.I)*(AJ2|J|a(PEe+PlE"PS4"PS3|*AJ_
• | J]J [ p54_PS3-PSS'PSE) )/2.O
P823 s XIYIP(J IMI)_QXlHFIS/XlX;P|J°%P_l)*|AJ2(J)=(P88÷P|T*PS3"PS2|
• +AJI[ J)= | p834PS2"PSE"PST) _ /2.0
_E24 m XJYIP(J IM2),OX[HFsS/X%XIP(J.rM2|*(AJ2(J)'IPO?+PSS'PS2"P81)
• *AJI(J). _P62_P$ I "PS?*PSE) )/2.O
PB31 ' GZ%NF_(DC4"P55*DC4 mPBE_DCS*PSA_De'SIPI3÷DcEIP2_DCSm_'_8)/2'O
P532 G2 % NF+| DCA=pS_,DC4_pE_*0CSt pg3+0C$1_S2+DCEmp38+DCS_P37)/2 .O
P533 QZ|NF+(DC 4_P57÷OC4_PiE*OCS=PS2*0CS'P$ t +OcEmP37÷DCS_P38) /2 "O
P537 OZlNF+(DC4_P84_OC 4_P83_OCE"P38+D¢SjP38+ncS*_IA*D¢$1P13|/2"O
P534 Q2]N_+(DC4_P$3_OC 48PI2+DCSjP38_O_'S_P37+DCS_PI3_DC$=P12)/2"O
PE38 OZINpr* (DC_IP52"_OC 4_P8 I*OCS'P3?+DC! CP20_'0C$_p T 2÷0C5_P 11 ) /2 "O
P5_5 AIIN(J.I).(DXII([|,[PAi'S*PEI)_OXIH_/XIXlP|J.I)|+XlYIP(J.])
" (XIY%_I J. ! )_OX IHF_S/X_XlP(J. % }_|AJ21J |- (PS4*_E3*PSS'P88)+A_1 [J|l
! _88 +P84 "P84 "_83 I | /2. O )
Pm_? • AllA_.IM_}'|DX%r(I_]=( PS?tS_'p88|+OxlH_/xlxlP|J,%MI||÷
XlVIP| J. 1_1 |,(XlY%PlJ. IMI )*OXlHF,S/X IX IP (J. IMt |*(&J2 (J)=(PS3+PS2*
pE_ -pS?) _AJ 1| J) B (PAe÷_A_ -Pe3-P82) ) /2 • O)
P|_4 s AI1R_.%_2),|DXlI_]M2_*(PEm=S_PE?|*OXXH_/X%XlP(J.IM2J)*
X]Y [P(J. IM2)m (XlTIP| J. IN2)wOX]N_S/X%X [_| J ° IM2 ]*(AJ2(J)" (Pi2+P5 ! -





XlY%P| J. IM! ), (XlYIPI J. IMI ]IOXIHFsS/X%X_P(J. IM1 )÷(AJ2(J)l (P88*_ST-
N_3- PI2)*AJ11 J|l | PS3_PS2oPS$ -P87) | /2 .O|
PE84 • AlI_(J.IM2)t(OXI_[IM2)I(PSl,S_52)_OX%HF/XIXlP|J.I_2))_
XlVlPl J. [M2 |- | XlYIP[ J. ]M2]-OXl HF*S/XlX IP(_. %M2 |* |AJ2| J) I (Pi?+P$S-
PI2-P5 _ )_AJ1 [J|, [ P52-_$ _-P8? -PSI) )/2 .O}
P341 • XlY[p[j.I)I|DX_I(1)_(PImzS_Et|*OXlNF/XXX[_(_.I])+N]YIP|J.!
)_OX IH_S/XlXIP(_. % )_ (AJ2[ JI s [ PSA+P_3*P88 -PaE)*AJ I (J)_ (P_5_PE_-
PS4-P43])/2.O
PE$2 ¢ X]_[p|j.%M_|J(DX]I[IMI].Cpi_=S*P88]*ONINF/XlXlP|J.IMl|)_




]" I PET_PAI°P82-_81 | ]/2 .O
P887 m XlYIP(J.I|_[0K%[(%)m(PS3*S_PEA)_QX%NF/X%X|P(J.I||+XlYIP|J.!
• |sON % H_,S/X IX [p (J. I ]÷(AJ2 | J)*( P58*PE5-_5_ -PS3 ] _AJI (J) " (PO4+P$3"
• pSEopEE)]/2.O
P|55 • XlyIp(j.rM1).(DXI%|_I|J[PS2_S_PI3|*OX_NF/XlX]P|J.IM1))_
• XlYl_(j. ]M1 ]z_X%HF_S/XlXlP(J. %M_ ]_ [A_2 | J |s ( Ple_PE_'PS3*P52 |+AJI(J
• ]* I _ 83*PS2*PSa-PS? 1 | /2.O
P058 s XTY%pLj. IM2]_(0X[I(_M2)s[PS1-S*PI2)+OX[N_/X[N_P[J.I_2|)+
• X I Y I P _._. ]P42 | BQX INFmS/X[X I P { J. %_2 )* [ A-_2 | J) " ( P87+P58 "P$2°P51 |*AJ1 c J
• )= [p82*P81-PS?-_55) )/2.O
¢
C _IKU.npL0
7c)s ( G 1 • ( PB ! ?l pi52 ÷P32-PE4?_P|32= I 2 | + 1 | • * G2
T 1 • ( G I • ( P5158 PE 83÷PB3_PE48_PI33 s • 2 ] _ 1 | - * G2
T2 • | G 1 • _ PBE] I NBi÷PB23 "PBSe_P535 • • 2 | _ 1 ] • • G2
T3, ( G I • [ pBSAt PBS+PB2A,PBSS_P|351,2 ] * 1 | _*G2
R_Uz IS, (SOl IMI ° J. KM_ ), (T3-S+T_ ]÷T3 ]_S. |SG[ ] ._.KM1)" (T2=S_ (Gt = _
• PBS2_PB?*P|221P887+P8371"2) + I _ s _G2 ] *T2 } +38 (SG[ IMI • J . K)m I TlmS'_TO } +
• TI )÷31 ISG( I ._.K)_ (?o,s*|_ll(PmT $mPg5 _*PBl_PmAs+PB31*'2)÷l Jm_G2)*
• TO])/*.O




|p [CND( | | . JJ,KK. [M2 . J. K-3) ] THEN
PB3tPt 1 • 0C$/2.0
TOE | G I • [ pEs4wPBS_.PB2As PBiS_Pl135 • m2 ) + I ) • • ( G2 " I ]
R1KUP11 •Ss | 21GImG2sSG( |M1 . d .KP41 )-PB3SmPEEEP 1 T eTOwS_'2sG t zG2uPEE5 s
• plllEtPt 1=?0)/4. O
nANP11 IDDPLSN1KUP 1 t*TA33P*21X | XX | (J, ! ) sO:[ INFIA1KUP 11 /OZIrTAC | K)
DAN * OAHPll
C P12
EL. SElF (¢HD( _ ] , JJ.KK. ]M1 .J. K'3] ) THEN
PB3&P_2 • D¢5/2.O
PB2SPI2 • OCS/2.O
TOE _'2 - 1
T I • ( G I • ( PES3_PEE+PE23sPESE+PB3| s_ 2 J * 1 ) • • TO
12•2•G I •G2•P538•PB3AP ; 2•T 1
T3 • ( G 1 • ( PIIEA•PBS*P824•_055 _'P835 • •2 ) _" I ) • • TO
R1KUPt2•(S•{SG[%M1.J.KMI|.[2sGII_G2 PE3S PBEEPI2•TE•S+T2)+2 •GI*G2"
• P525•PBEllP|2•T3)+S•[2•Gl•G2•SG(%.J.KMI} •PB38_PE38P12•TIj$*T2])/
. 4.0
OANPI2_DDPLaR1KUPI2•TA33P+2•XZXX| |J . ; I•QZTNF*RIKUPI2/O?ETACiK]
DAN • DANPt2
C P13




T 1 e ( G I • | pEnIE_PBi+P523 PBSE+PE38 2|_; ]_'ro
R1KUPIEs[Ss[SG[_,J.KMI)O{2_GI_G2•PE35•PEE5 P_3•TtsS*2_GI°G2•PBE?•
• PB37P 13• (G I • ( PBS2•pII?÷PB22•P|S?+PE3T• •2 } + 1 ) • •70 ) _'2• G 1 •G2• p_E38_
• PE38P 13•T 1 ) +2'_G_ eG2_SG ( ]Nt. J. KM1 ] • PB38•PB38P 13• T 1•S | /4 .Q
OANP13mDOp_.sM1KUP13•TA33_2•XIXX [ [ J. Z )•ZIN_•R1KUPT3/DZETAr'| K )
DAN • DANP13
C PlA
ELSEIF (CND( I ] . _J.KK. |Pto J. _*'u | ) THEN
PIlE?P14 _ DC5/2•0
R I HUP 1A • G I • G2•SG | I . _e . KHI ) aPEE_ •PB37P 14• ( G I • { PIE2 * PET<'PIt22 • PE 87"*
• PBET•_2)* 1 |=•(G2" 1 ) ¢S/2.0
OAHP 14 sDOp I. sR I KUP I A• TA33P_2• I( [ XX | | J . %)•O2[NF_RtKUP14/DZETAC|K)
OAN • _ANP18
C P33
EL. SE_F [CND( 1% o_J.KK. % . JM1 , KM2 ] | THEN
DEPt. P33 •OZETA I KL OWl s | CC 5_002Xq. • X | YK ( J ° _ ) _S•TA_ I +cr 8•ODZYLSSeTAJ I ]
DANP33 s DDPLP33•R t KU• TA33P
DAN • nANPq3
C p31S




T 1 • ( G 1 • ( PB 18*PB $3_P83• P8148",PB'(3 • •2 | _ I | •• 70
12 • ( G I • | PBS4•PES+PE2A• P588 _P8"¢$ • *2 ) + 1 _ m_ TO
R 1KUP38• (S_ ( 2•GIsG2•SG( ]MI . J.KMt }•PEEE_PE'ISPEOsT2•S_'2•GI _G2oPEE| •
• PEESPES•72)+3•|2•G1•G2•SG(;MI.'J.K)_P8:I3 aPE33P38•Tl•S'2•GI•G2•PE33
• PB33PESmT1 ] |/4 ,0
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T3' ( GII { TD30xTDTS+PD t S=PDIO+TD45#s2 |+ I J I*T0
1_2KPPE4 z ( 2=G I IG2"SG| ]H1 . J. KP 1 ) sPD4SePD4SP*IImT3zS+GI *G2mSG [ INI . J . K )
• I'r I sT2=S_21G I =GS#TD4SsT04SP&ImT3*G ISG2m T 1#T2 ) /4 •0
OANT4IIC | RIR2KPPE4158TA331
OAN • DAN?BE
ELSE[F { rNO{ | ] . JJ. KK. Z_41 , J. K| ] THEN
TD2T4? • DK|I{|MlJlS
TD3TE? • DX||(IM2)
TOlTmiT • [ "AJ2{*J)*AJT ( J} |/2.0
PDI4TeT • |-AJ2(J)'_'AJI[J))/2.O
PD32P41 s [-A2K|K)+A1K|K||/2.O





TD4414.r . | "AJ2|,JI+AJ1 [ J| ) "X|Y]P[J. IN21/2 .0"0X | I ( |M2]=At 1RE J. IN2)
P042111 • DXf|([MI).X|Y[T(J,|NI)*S+(-AJ2[J|*AJI(J)|/2.0
PO$3Pl.r • DX| | ( ]M2]IX| y[T(J. |MS|+| -AJ2{.J) +AJI [ J| ]/2 •0
TO|G2 - 1
? 1 ' ( G I • ( PD t Tx P042*182# PD4?+PO32= r2 | + 1 ) * = TO
12 ¢TD I Tw PO|2PB?+TO 1 'r 14 'r ITDE2*T02xTD&?TIT*PD2TE?aTD4T_2_PD32_
• PD32P41
?34GI"024T1_T2
?4 I { G _ • | PO 14"TOI3_TOS_ T044÷10332 • 2 _ + 1 } * • TO
TS s PD 1El TO $3P $'r +1018141 ITD43+TD31PO4lPl? +1*0318?#1944_*2wP0331
• PD33T&.r
?4 • ( G 1 " ( 1021 #PDT4÷TO I 4_TDE $*T044# = 2 ) + 1 ) _e TO
?'r _ 2_G I "G21T044 • TD44PE?, T $
T4 • [ G 1 • | TO30xTDTS*PD I E xPO $0÷1044_2 ) + 1 | • • TO
_t2KPT4? • ( SG ( | M 1 , J . KT I | • [ 2_G 1 xC2sTD48 sl_D4$T4?s T&_S÷T'r | _SG ( | )4 t , *J . K ] •
• | GlJG2"T4wTSaS÷?3 ) ÷2•C I•G2:SG( | . J. KP 1 ) •I_Dd14=TO44T&?mT$•S*,Gt •G2•SG
• {|,J.K)sTT•T2"S÷2sGI•G2•TD4SxTO4$PIT'TS*T.r+GIlG2=T4_TS÷T3)/4•O
DANP4? • C | Ru R2KTT4?.S • TA331
DAN . •ANTE?




TOt?P48 • | "AJ2| J)÷A*JI [ J) ) /3.0









? 1 . ( G 1 • | TD I 'r• 1042÷P02 •T04 'r*P932•_2 ) • 1 ) "• TO
?2 * TO I?•1082144*T011144x TO 42÷Tn2• PD4TTi4÷PD2T&Ea 1041÷2_ P032.
• 1032P44
?3 : [ G 1 • ( TD29xPOT4+PD I 4x TDS$_TD44m _3 _ _ 1 I • • TO
R2KPP44 a ( S G [ Z . J . KT I ) • { 2i G 1 _02•T044•1044P48 • T3•S +2•G 1 •G3•1043 a
• 1043P84_ ( 01• ( PD2E=TDT3+TO I 3•TDS4*TO43•w 2 | ÷ 1 ) • •TO )÷$GI] , J . K ). ( G 1*
• G2_TI_T21S_GIsG2*(G1•[NDlIsPOII+TDI_PD4|÷TO31••3)+1_••TO*(T018#
• P0$ I P84+TD 1|144•1041..*pD lS P044148+10 I PB41 P044* 2 •T031• TO3 i T |8 | |,(.2•
• G 1 •G2•SG ( ]M1 , J. KT I |*TD44=1044144*T3*21G t I02• PD44•PD44P4&•T3÷Gl#G2
• _$G [ |M1 . .J. K ) •T I •T2*G 1002_ T 1•T2 ) /4 .0








POIITI$ a DX| _ ( ] )wxZY]T(_. ] )+( *AJ2(,_ I÷AJI[ J| )/2.0
T0|02-I
R2K_TE$ • ( 2 • G 1 • G2_SG | ! . J , KP 1 ) :1043•TD43144 • ( G 1 • [ TO24#PD?3_TD I 3xTOS$
• +T042_•2 ) _ I ) •:TO÷G1 •G2:SG ( | , J, K) • | G 1 • ( pD 1441041 *pD 1 :POSS_PD214:2 )




[LSE[F (CHO( 11 , JJ. KK, IN2, JP1 . K) | THEN
PO14P|1 : A,J2(J|/3.O
PD4&T91 • A,J2 ( J )SE[Y | P [ Jo |M2) /2• 0
TD|3T$1 _ A,J2(J)/2.0
TO. ( G I x | TO 1 &•TDES_PO3• T044+1033• •2 ) + I } • • ( 02 " 1 ]
T I •TO 14• TO |3Tt 1 +TO 1818 I •TO$3+T03_PO44P$ 1
R2KTTEIs|GlxGSsSG( ]MI . J. K)•TO_TIxS÷GI•G2•TO_T 1 |/4 .0
DANTE 1 I C | R • R2KTT 811S_ TA331
DAN • DAN?| I
ELSE|F |¢NDC ] 1. JJ.KK. ]MI. JPI.K] ] THEN
1011182 AJ2(J|/2.0
P01ITI2 AJ2[J)/2•O
PO4?TS2 AJ2[J)aXZyZT(_, IM1]/2 .0




? I • [ e I • [ T01 ?. ID01;2_.TO2 • 1041+_'0322 _2 ) ¢" I ) • • .tO
13 sPO I ?ITO|2TI2+NO t ?TE 21pD|3_po21PD4TTE2
T3:Gl#G2wT1#T2
14 • ( G I • [ TO 18_TDE3+PO3xTO44÷TD33w •2 } * I ) • •TO
?S s PD 1 _eTDI3TS2+TO 181| 2m 1083+103•P044142



































































































































ELSErF (rHD{ |] ,JJ.KK, | . JP? ,K] ) THEN
P01SPS3 AJ3(J)/2.O
PO17PE3 AJ2[J)/2.0
PD4EPI3 AJE{ J),X |Y]P ( J. I ) /2.0




T I s IGtm { PO I ?RPDI2+PO3sPD47_*PO924:3 )', I )alTO
T3 a PO I ?lPDI2PS 3*PD 17P93= PO12*PO2m NO4TPE3
REKPPI3t leG{ | . J. K ] s | GI=GEsT t=TEsS_G1 eG2e {41 s (PDII=PD|I*pOlepD4E+
• NO31"¢2 )* 11 = :TOe ( PO I S=PD41PI3*PD I 6Pl3=PDI I*PD I=PD4IP|3 I ) _*G t sGEISG
• ( [M1 , J, K)=TtoTE÷G l=C2sT|lT2 ]/4.0
OAHP| 2 s C 14= E2KPPE3 =El TA339
DAN s OANPI3
C PE4
|LSE]F ICHD( | ] , JJ. KK° |P1, JP1,K) ) THEN
POliP94 ¢ AJ2(J]/2.0
PD4EPI4 . Aj3( J )me | ylp { J, I )/'2 .0
PDI1P$4 , AJ2(J)/2.O
R3KPPE4=G I =G2=SC[ I . J, K ) ¢ (Gle IPD I 4sPD$ t*90_lP044*P031=n33+1 )s= {G3. 1
. )=(PDI44POllP94*PD11t*44xPO41*PDl=P04|pl•)/4.0
DANPE 4 s t" | Ns 42KPPE • =Ss TA33p
DAN I OANP$•
C 10101
ELSE_F (CNO( I Z , Jd. KK, |M2,_)M1 ,KP1 ) ) THEN
P030P104 • "l I.O/2.0SAJl{J))
PDSOPI04 • " ( 1 .0/2. OiAJI ( J }:X|Y|P(J, |M2 ] )
P07E9104 • "(1.0/2.0=AJl{*J))
TOE I G I = ( PD30=PO?S÷PD I S= PDIO<'PO4S'= 2 ) * I ) .a ( G2 * 1 )
T I I PO3OIPDTSP 104*PD30P IOS=POTE_.PD 1SspD lION 104
REKPP 104 s { G 1 oG2-S G { |ME , J, KN 1 ) • TORT I =S*G 12G2= TO = T t ) /4 . •
DANP 10| s C | EaE2KNP ? 04=S = TA339
DAN i DANPIOS
C P107
ELSEIF (r'ND( Z ,*J,J . KK. I941 , JH1 . KN1 ) ) THEN
NO2EPI07 "( .O/2.0=A,JliJ) )
P0309107 "( .O/2.01AJl(J) I
PDSIPI07 "l .0/9 . O=A,J 1 C.J) =X i Y | P (,J. ]M1 ] )
PD|OPIO? "l .O/2.0oAJI (J) =X|Y|P(.J. ]M2 ] }
P0749107 "( .O/2.0"AJI(J) ]
PDTSP107 -( .O/2.0=&Jl(,_} )
TOIG2-1
T 1 ' ( G I = ( P024 =PD?44'PO 1 • • POll+NO44 • I 2 ) + I ) • "TO
T2 iPO2E =PDT4P 107*PD29P 107=PO?44, po | 4= pr*ssp 107
T3sGI=GE=TI=T2
Y4 " { G I = ( P030= PDTE4"PD I E a_POIO4*PD4Sa = 3 } 4' 1 )==TO
TS IN0301 POTSP 107_*P 030P 107=POTS*PO t S• PDEOP 10"7
NEKPP 107l (SG( |M1 . J.KP! }= { G 1 =G2aT4=TS=S'_T2) ('G I=GEmSG { | , J, KP1 )=?TIT2
• sS*G 1 =42= T4=TS*T3 ) /4 •0
OANP I O? • ¢ _ N = R2KPP 10T=S = TA33P
DAN • DANPIO7
C P104
ELSE2F |CND( I I . J.J. KK, Z . JMI .KPI ) ) THEN
PO289108 "(1.0/2.0=AJl{J))
PDEIP103 "(1.0/2.0SAJt(J))
POSIPIO& " ( 1 .0/2.0eAJI { J)sX|Y]P( J, r ) )




T I • ( G I = ( N02l= PD74*PD 144POSE_PO44= =2 ) • 1 ) == TO
T2 I PD2E=PO'_4P IO4'_NDEIP 108=PD74*pD _ 4iPOSEP 104
N2KPle ! 04 I ( SG ( ! . ,J . KP 1 ) • ( G _ I =2= T 1 = T2sS 4"G 1 •GZs ( G t s [ N024= PD?3*PO 131
• PDil't'PD43e=2)_l]laTO=(PO282PD73NlO|<*PO21PlOl=PD73*PO13=PO$4PIOl))
• "P=IoGE=Sr;(ZMlo_oKPllzTIsT24. Gl=G_=TIsT2)/4.0
DANP 104 IC | RlPt2KPP 104 =El TA33p
DAN • DANPIOI
C _lOl




REKPP 109 sG 1 =G21SG ( | , J , KP _ ) = | G I = ( 9024_9073_PD 13=POS4*P043= =2 ) <" 1 ) • • {
• G2"l)={902E=PDT3P104+NO21P_OE_PD79*POI3_po$4PlO$J/440
DANff 109 i C Z N=E3KPff I OE_S = TA32P
DAN 1 DANP_011
P Plll
ELSEIF [CNO( | ] o JJ, KK, |M2. J, KPI) ) THEN
PDISPlll • OX_|(|M2)=S
PO30P111 • (*AJ2(J)*AJlCJ))/2.0
PO93PIi ! • A2KIK)/2.0
POiSPIII . 1"&2NIKP?)'_AIK(NP'f})/2.0
9talOn) I I 1 • DX Z I | [M2 J=4i IR(_. |M2}=S*( *Aa2(J)_A_I (J) )_XlY|N( J. IMZ)/
2.0
POTSP111 ' OX[|IIM2I=x2YI_(,_.ZM2)_SiI-AJ21J)+4JI(a))/2.0
TO •r:2 - 1
T 1 s ( G t = ( POt Is ND|3*PD3= _044*9033= = 2 )+ 1 ) = =TO
T2 _ ( G 1= [ 9030=_073*90 IS=PD40*PD4S•=2 ) _, I ) ••TO
T3 sPD20=PO73P | 11 *POEOP 11 | • PDTS*P_ 1S=PDIOP | 11 _IPO Ill) 1 I 1 =POEO,)21POIS=
PrI4SNlll
R2KPP1 I I • { Gt=G3=$G{ |M1 , _J , KP' 1 )=T2=T3•S_3=G I*G2=$G { _M1 , J.K)=PO32•
P0339 _ t l=Tl=S_'Gl=G2=T3•T3"_9=GIIG2=P039=P09391 f | _TI )/4 .0
D4NP1 I 1 •CIR_H2KPP1 I IISITA339
DAN • DANP11 I
C P172








PD4SP113 ( *43K(KP 11*A1K[KP11 )/210
PDSEP112 DE| | | |M1 )_41 In[ J, |ME )=S+{ "AJ2iJ| _AJI (J) |_X_y|p(J, |ldl )/
2.0
P0109112 l I *AJ2[ J)_A_ I (d))•XlYlPl*J. [MZl/2.0*OXI | I ZM21=411E(J, lkl2 |
P0749142 • OXI|{IMtl=x|¥1/*tJ,IMll•S*|*A,J2IJI*AJllJI)/2.0 1
P079_I12 = DX|IllM2|=X|YI_(J,IN2)*(-AJ2(JI+4JI|d))/2.0
TO'_2 ° 1
T1 . (G _ " ( PD 17"NOI2*'PO2=PO47+PD32.=2),, I I.=70
TZ•2•G I =GZ•PO32=PO32P 112=T1
T9 • ( G I • ( PD I l• P013+P03=N041*P033_ • 2 ) + 1 ) • _TO
T4 • ( G t = I PO2E*POT4*PO t 4= POSI+PD44=*2 | * 1 | •• TO
TS•PD2E•PD?4P 112*PO24P 1 I 2_l_OT4+PO 144PDSEP112_PD 14P* 1124POII*2=PD444
PO44P112
TEzG I sl;2=T4= TE
T? • ( G 1 = | PD30•POTS_'PD ! S= POSO_'PD4S •e 2 ) _* 1 J • sTO
TN • PO30sPOT| P 112'_P D 30P 1 134 POTS'**PO I S • POIOP _ t 2*P r_ t EP 1 I 2= PD lO+24PO41_
PD4SPt 12
R2KPP 1124 |SG( |M1 .,J, K_I ) I ( G I=G2•TT•TI,9_TE) +SG[ |ME .J. K)• |31411434
PD394P023P ? 12sT3•S +T2 ) ÷G 1 =C3=SG ( | , _ , KP 1 ) • T&• T3_S*2e G 1 _31SG ( | , J , K
) •P033=P0329 I I 2• T I =S_G l =42_ TT•T4_TE_2_G 1 •424909349039P ! 12=T3*T2 ] /
4.0
DANN112aC;RIR3KPP ! T 3•S=TA33P
OAN ¢ DAMP1?2
C P412




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ffO$?X01 • X[YIP JP1.|_2)Is2sOXINffXDI_S/l|Xlff[J_l.|M2)_AltR(UP1.]M2
• }"OX|NFXO1/X;X[P(JPIo|M2)
POSIX01 • X[Y|P J.|J_=2*OXINFXOI_S/X|X;P(J.|)+&ItR{J.|)sOX|NFXD1/
• X|X_P{J.;)
PQSlXOt • X|Y|P J,ZMI)-e2aOXZNFXO1tS/XIX|P{J,_M1)*A11R_J,|MI}"
• OXZNffXDt/X|X|P{U.|_t)
POSOXDI • XTY|P Jo|_2)z=2sQX(NFXOI_S/X[X|P{J.|_2]+AI1R(_.ZM2)"
OX]NFXOI/X|X|PIJ.|MI)
POE1XD1 = XTY|P J.|)sOXINFXOI_S/XIX]P(J.]}*XZY]P(J.[]sOX]NFXD1/
x|XIPI_,])
ffOi2XD1 • X[Y]P J._l aOK[NFXDI*S/X]XZP(J.|MI)*K|Y|P(_.|M1)s
OX|NFXD1/XIX|P{J,|MI
POE3X01 • XIY]P J.|_2 _QX]NFXOlaS/X[XIP{U.|M2)*K_Y_P{J.|MI)_
OX]NFXO1/XZX|P J,|M2








PDSlX01 I X;Y_P(J,;M1 IQXXNFXDI_S/XZXIP(Q.|MT]_X_Y[_{_.|MI]"
OK|NFXO1/X|X_ff(J.[M1
POiSXOl I X_Y|P{J,[M2 eQXINFIDllS/XIX|P(J,ZM2]_X|Y[P(_.|M2i=
QK|NFKD1/XZX|P(J.[M2
PO?OX91 e X;Y|P(JPI.| nOX]NFXDI*S/XIX|P(JP1.]}*X|Y_P(JPI._]e
OX|NFXD1/X|XZP{_PI,|













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PO?OXD2 • XIVIP(JPI |)eOX|NFXD2sS/X;X;P(JpI._)_XIy|p(JpI.|),
• OX_NFXO2/X|X[P|_PI _|
P971X02 • X]Y[b(_PI |Mt)sQX_N_XD3_S/XZX|P(_PI,|_I)*X[y|p(JpI,_I)a
• OXINFXD5/XIXI_(JPI IMP)
PQ73XO2 • XIY_P{JP1 _M5)sQXZNVXO2"S/X_X_p(_p?,]_3)*X_y_p(Jp1.]M2)e
• QX|NFXD2/X_X_P(JP1 |M8|







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































PA52 • X]Y|P(J.|MI)=(OXII(IM1)s(P87sS÷P88]*GX|NF/X[X]P(J*IM1)I +
X_y_p(J._M1)_QXINFIS/X|X:P(_.I_l)+(AJ2(J]s(P53÷P92"P88"P87)*A_l(J
)s(PSB+P&7"PA5"P52)]/20










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• (J) • (PI_S_Pii-P84 -PI3) _/2.0P|I"/ • XZYIP[J.IN1)sQX NFmS/XIXIP(..J.IMlJ*|AJ2(J)u(P93_.Pt2*PBI*P|?)
• +AJ I (J) • (PlI+PIT- P13 -PIL2) ) /2.o
PBII * XlYIP[J°IN2)sOX1N_S/XlXlP(J.IM2|+(AJ2(J)-[PI2÷P|I-PI?-PI$)
• +A./1 (J) • (PS";*P| |- P&2* P8 I ) ) /2 . O
P822 • XlYIP[J.I)_OXlN_+S/XlXlP(J.I)+|AJ2(J)m(PlI_Pla-PI4-P$3)+AJ1
• (J) • (PI4"Pl3*PS|'PS6) ) /2.O
PB23 • XlYIP|J.IMI).OXINF,S/XZXI_(J.1_+)*(AJ2(J),IPii÷_$?-Pl3.PI2)
• +_J1 (J)" (PI3*PI2 "PSI°PS?) ) /2 +O
PB24 m XlVlp(J.1M2).OX1N_.S/XlX]I_(_.]N2)*IAJ21J),(pI?+PiI-P|2-PN1 )
• *AJI(J) - (PI2*Pl I-PS?-PSl) ) /2.O
P831 • OZIH_+(DC&uPSS*OC4sP|I_D¢S-P|&*0_SIPI3÷OCISP3$_DCI,P3&)/2.O
P832 OZ I NF*( DC41PII+OC4-PI?+DCSa P$3*0C$ipl2+OCI_P31_OC$1_3?)/2.0
PB33 Q2 I NF+ ( D¢4=Pt?÷OC4_PI$*DCS_PS2*DCSIPiI÷OCSmP3?+OCIsP31)]2 . O
P837 QZ I N_+ [ DC4uP$4÷DC4m P $3-OCS_ P'_S _OCS-P34+OC$_P 14+OC$_P 1_ )/2 . O
PB31 QZ I N_[ Oe"4 ,PI3*DCI_ P 12-0CS+ P31_OCS,P3?+OCSsP _ 3_OCI_P 12 ) /2 . O
P83S QZIMF*[ DC4,PS2÷DC4,PI _+gC$*P3?*0CS*P31÷DCIS_P 12+DC$1P 11 ) /2. O
• +PB_I AllR(J.I),(DXII(1)_(Pi| S PII)*OXlNF/XlXlP(._.I))+XZYIPIJ.I)
• * o .(XlY)P(./.I),OXINF,S/XlXIP(J.I)*[A..12(J)-(PS4 P$3 PIS PII)*&Jl(J|,
(PlSS+_'el-PlI-PS3))/2.OI
PB_'_ A11R(J. ]_1 )- (0Xl I ( IMI ), (PI'_,S_P&B)+OXlNF/XlXI_(J. IM1) ) ÷
X _ Y IP (..I. IM1 )= (XlVlP(.J. 1_t ]uOXXNF¢S/X]X [P(J. 11.+1 )÷(AJ2(J)- (_$3÷_S2-
PSI °_17 ) +A.J i ( J ) • ( PaI+PI'_-PI3 - PI2 ) ] /2 . O )
PI48 &l I _1 (J. IM2), | DX I I ( I_2 ) • (Pli-S*_I? ] +OXINF/X I X IP [./. I_2) ) +
X I Y I P (..;. IM2) • (X lVl P (.¢. I_2),OXlN_-S/XlXIP(_. IM2)* [ A.12[._I, (P|2*PS 1 -
PI_oP&i)+AJ1 (J)* (PI?÷Pii*P82-P_ _ ] )/2.OI
PB52 Ai Itl(J. I ),1D_I I ( I ), (Pm3,S*P$4)+OX)N_/_IXlP(J. I ) )+XlYIP (.A. I )
-IX IVZP[J. ! )-OXIN_,S/XlXlP[ J° ! )+ (A321._), (PSS+PlI-PI4-P$3 I+AJ 1 (J),
(PI_+P|3-PSS°PSi) I/2.O)
PSS3 AI1R(.J.Iml).(OXlI(IM1).IPS2,S*PI3)*OXlN_/XlXlP(.J.IM1))+
X[YIPI _/. ]_1 ). [ XlYIP(_. IM1 ) -OXl NFIS/X I XIP (J° IMI ) + (AJ2(J) • (PiI+P$?-
PI3 -PI2 )*AJI (J|- [ P 13"_|2- PS6 - PS?) )/2 .O)
PIS_ AI IRI J. IM2)- # DXl I ( IM2)- ( Pll_S*Pl2)+OXlNF/XIXlP(J+ IM2) )+
XlVlP| J. IN2)m IXI_'IP(J. IM2)-QXlN_-S/XlXIP[ J. IN2)÷ |A._2 (J) = (P|?+Pll-
P|2-PI I |÷AJi (J)_ [PI2+PII- PS?-PI$) ) /2.o)
PBI1 X]YIP(.J. I)+(DXl I ( I)- (Pla,S+PSt_)*OXI_I_/XlXlP(J. 1 ) )÷X[YIP(J. I
J*QX N_S/X IX IP [./. I )* ( AJ21 J) • (PS4-P|3°PiS-P&|) +AJ I (J) • (PIS+Pil-
Pi._-Pl3))/2.O
PB|2 * X_YII_(J.IN1)'(DXI1(IN1)*(PIT_S+PII|+OXlNF/XlXlP(J.IM1))+
XlVlP (.J. IM1 )-OX I NF-S/XlX IP (_. lMl ) +lAJ2 (.J)l (P|]_PS2-_'a&-P6?) +A.J1 [J
)- (Pla*PI?-Pe3- P_2) )/2 .0
PB$3 • XlYIP(.I.IM2),(OXlIIIM2I-(PI|-S*PST)÷QXlN_]XlXII_(J.Im2))+
X I Y [ P (.J. IM2) ,OX INF*$/X IX IP (.J. IM2 | + (AJ_[ J)_ [ P$2+_S I-PI_-_I) +AJl | J
)- (_B?+PSi-Pl2*P&I) )/2 .O
PBi'_ * XlYIP(J.I|'(O_ZI(Z).(PS3.S*_I41+OXI_IF/XlXlP(J.I))+XlVlP(J.I
)IQXlNF_S/X|XlP(J.I)+(AJ2(J),(P$_*PII.PI_*P|3)+AJI(J),(P|4+_I3-
• _'SS*_'$1_ ) ) /2 . O
P_|e * XZYIP[..;.IM1)'(DXl_(IN1)-IPS2,S*Pl3)_OXlN_']XlXlP(._.IMVl)*




) • I _S2+Pl 1 -PS"_-_Sl) ) /2.0
RIKU.DPL0
TO, ( G 1 • | PB I ?_PBI2_PB21P84?_'P_32_I2 ) * 1 | • mG2
Tlm(Gl=(P811 • _'813+PB3 • PB41 _ PB33 _l 2|'_1)._G2
T2 s ( G 1 • ( PSS3_IPNI_+P|23mPB|&_.PB35 • t2 ] + 1 ] m-G2
3"3 * ( G ! • ( _lSl- PBS'*_B24_PB|S*P831s • 2 ) + 1 ) == G2
A_KUm IS= (SG( ]M1 . J. _M1 )_ IT3"S+T2) +T3 J÷Sm (SG ( ! ../. KM1 )= (T2"S+(GI- (
• PBS2*P|?*PB22=PBE?+_B37_,2 )+ _ ] _1_2 ]+T2 )*3u (S_-( [M1 . J. K ) • ( TI _S÷TO)*
• Ti ) +3" ($G( I °..1 . _) m ( TO=S+ (G_ • ( PB I|_PB$1 +PB 1 =Pl41"_'PB3 luJ2 ) + _ | _sG2 ) +




Pn2XOt OX ]NFXO t]X [ X _ P (_J, |M_ |
P§3XD! QX ]NFXO 1 /X [ X ZP ( _. |k12)
PB?XDt OXZNFXOI/XfX_P(_. _)
PII&XD 1 OK ] NFrXO I/X _ )¢ ZP (J. ] M1 ]
POSXD1 QX|NFXDI/XI K;P(J. ]M2 )
PB11M01 X_Y|P(_o | |sOX]NFXOtuS/XIX_p (,J, | )
PlSl'TMD 1 X|¥1PI,J. 1_1 )_QXINFXD?_S/X[X|P(J, |M1 )
POI&XD1 X Z Y ;P I J, |M2 ) _QX ]NFXO 11S/XIX;P ( J, |M2)
PB22XOl XZY;P [ J, I )_OXZNFXDI_S/M;XZP {_ + ; )








PIB411XD I X(YZP(J. | )u_2sOX_NFXO I_S/X]XIp(J, | )+A11A(J, ] )sOXZNFX01/
XIXIPIJ Z)
PB4?XOt X|Y_P( J, |MI )t_2sQX_N_XOIeS/X ZX_P(_, _M) )*A1 |R(J, _ml ) s







PBS4Xnl X_ Y[P( J. IM2 ) ul2eOX |NFXO I _S/X _ X |p ( j. ZM2)*AT IA| J. _H2 | •
OX|NFKO1/XIX|P(J, |M2)
PIII1XOl X]Y|P( J, [ |sOX_NFXDIIS/XIX]rp( J. | ]+X|y[p(J. I )aQX_NFX01/
XZXIP(,J.I]
PII|2X01 X|Y|P( J, [M1 )_QX_NFXr11_S/X_X|P(J, [_11 )÷[|yZp[ J, ]M1 ).
QX_NFXD1/X]XIP(J, [1,tl )




PlilXnl XlYlPl J+ IMI )*QXINFXOI*S/XIXIP(J. IMi )+XlyIp( J, IMI )m
OXINFrXDI/X|XlP[ J. IMl )








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































• X[YZP{J.IM211(X_YZP(J. IM2)=OX[NF*S/XIX_P{J . IM2|_[AJ2(J)_(P$? • Pll "
• PI2-Pil)*AJI{_|t(P|2*P|I-PST-PSI)]/2.O}











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































o .Pl|S_C¢S=PI83:)_OZZNF_(AIK(K]= Pa$*P84-_I4-PI3|÷A2K(K}m[ PS| P18
PII4_P113))/20
P032 °[A2K(KI=[CC21P181=S*CC&JPl&41S_CCSmPII2_S_C_3mP187_CC1 =
• PI|S÷CCS#P183 |_OZ]NF_(AIK|K]s Pl4_&?'P$3-P$2)_&2K(K|s[°P&8-Pi?*
• PIt3_PI12))/2.O
PD33 "[A2K(K)S(CC2g_l&41S_4_P144_S_C_SmPl|2"S*C_3_P187*CCl=
• PI|S_CCS=P_&3 )*OZZNF*(AIK[K]s P_?*P&I-Pl2-P$1)_A2K(K|_[°P$_-Pil +
• P_I2_PlI1))/2.O
PD43 -[A2K(KP1)I(CC2#PlI$_S*CC4_PII_=S*CCi=Pli2mS*CC3_PI&?_CClw















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































R2KPX02¢ (SG( |MI . J.KP I )- IGt'G2"TI'TtO'$*T|)÷SG{ [ ,_. KPl ) =(GII[2.T|¢
TT+S+G 1 mG2+ ( G 1 • I PD2I=PDT3+'D 13BPDSS°PD43+ "2 I + 1 I a. TO" I 'D2i'POT3X02
• PD2|XD21RDT3+pD 1]J NOSIKD2*ND 13XD2t PDSI*2sPD4_'PD43XD2 ) )÷SG( IN1 . J
.K) • (GlSG2.TAJTS+S+T3| ÷$_{ Z . J. K)= (G_BG2"T 1 " T2"S+G ItG2" {GI" ['01 I"
,DE I_pO l+,D41+PD31-¢2)* 1 ) "lTOJ I "D 1 $1 POI 1XD2+PD I iRD21PD$ 1 +'D I "
'D4 IXO2+PO I XD21NO4I+2J PD3 I IN03 I X02 ) ) ÷G I m_2"TI'T IO+TI÷_ 11G2-T41T$+
T3}/4.0
AN4 XD2 sC Z RIR2K'XD2SS e TA33P
ENDIF
NHSM ' RI!SXD1 # ANIXD1 + AN2XOl <" AN3XOl + AN4XD1
RHSA RESXD2 '_ AN1XD2 AN2XD2 +_ AN3X02 AN4XD2
RHST • ANtXD3 _ AN2XO3
RHSC RNIXD4 .I. AH2XO4






IF tr'ND( I [ , JJ, KK, |M2,J,KM2 } } THEN
M • 1
ELSEI (CHD( I | , JJ,KK, IN1 . J, KM2) ) THEN
M •
ELIE|F (CND(_,JJ,KK,I,J,KM2)} THEN










ELSEIF I END( | | , JJ, KK. |M2, J, KM1 ) ) THEN
ILSIIP lEND[ [ I , JJ, KK. IMI , J.KM1 ) ) THEN
M
ELSE[F {PNDIII.JJ.KK.Io,J,KMI]) THEN
END[ I I , JJ, KK, IH1 , J, KM1 ) } THIN
END( I I . JJ, KK, IM2. JR1 ,KM1 ) ) THEN
END( I ] o JJ, KK, IN1. JR1 °KM1 ) J THEN
CNO( ] ] ,JJ.KK, ] , JPI,RM1 ) ) THIN
END ( I ] , JJ, KK. |P1 , JR1 . KM1} ) THEN
END( ] ] o J_, KK. IN2, JM2° K] ) THEN
CNO{ I I , _. KK, |HI , JM2, KJ } THIN
END( I I . JJ. KK. I , JM2,K) ) THEN
END( ; I , J_. KK. ]PI . JM2. K THEN
CNO ( ] I , _J, KK, IN2. JM1 . K THEN
CN0( ] ; . J_, NK, IMI , JM1 , K THEN
END( I | o J_+ KK. _ . _MI ,K} ) THEN
DNO( | | , J_,KK, _,1 , JMI , K} } THEN
END( ] I ° J_, KK, |M2._. K) ) THEN
PRO( | Z , J_ + KK, IMt , J, K) | THEN
CND{IZ,_J,KK,;.J.K)) THEN
END( I I . JJ,KK, IP1 ,J,K} ) THEN























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MACSYMA CODE TO FIND THE SENSITIVITY
THE PRESSURE COEFFICIENT WITH RESPECT
THE DESIGN VARIABLES
TO
/- RC.MAC : SENSITIVITY OF CP W.R.T. XD'S "/
/" DESIGN VARIABLES : [XDI, XD2, XD3, XD4, XD5] = [MACH, AOAR. T, C, L] "/
/............................................................................../
( SHOWTIME : TRUE, ROINF : (I÷GI-QINF_2) _ G2 )$
FU (l,J) := CCI"P(j,K.I) + S'CC2"P(J,K+I,I) + CC3-P(U.K+2,1)$
FXU() := TAII"(FU(I,d)+S'FU(I-I,J)) ÷ TAI2-(FU(I+I,J)+S'FU(I,J))
+ QXINF-XIXXI(J,I)$
FYU() := TAJI-(FU(I.J)+S-FU(I,J-I)) + TAJ2-(FU(I,J-I)+S'FU(I.J))
- QXINF-XIXXI(J,I)'XIYX(J,I)$
UU () := (XIXX(J,I)-2÷XIYX(J.I)-2)*FXU() + XIYX(J,I)'FYU()$
VU () := XIYX(d.I)'FXU() ÷ FYU()$
DRU() := UU()'DDZXU + VU()'DDZYU$
FL (l,d) :: CC4*P(J,K,I) + S*CC5"P(J,K-I,I) ÷ CC6"P(j,K-2,I)$
FXL() := TAII"(FL(I,J)+S'FL(I-I,J)) + TAI2-(FL(I+I,J)+S'FL(!,J))
+ QXINF-XIXXI(J,I)$
FYL() := TAJI-(FL(I,J)+S'FL(I.J-I)) + TAJ2"(FL(I,J÷I)+S'FL(I.J))
- QXINF'XIXXI(J,I)'XIYX(J,I)$
UL () := (XIXX(J,I)_2÷XIYX(J,I)_2)'FXL() + XIYX(J.I)'FYL()$
VL () := XIYX(J.I)-FXL() ÷ FYL()$
DPLO(): = UL()'DDZXL ÷ VL()-DDZYL$
RHOU( := (I+GI=(UU()-FXU()+VU()'FYU()+DPU ()#2)) _ G25
RHOL( := (I+GI-(UL()-FXL()+VL()'FYL()+DPLO()_2)) _ G25
CPU ( := G? = (RHOU()_G8-ROINF_G8) / (ROINF'OINF_2)$
CPL ( := G7 • (RHOL()_GB-ROINF_G8) / (ROINF'QINF_2)$
/............................................................................./
RTTU:
[P(j-I,K ,I)=P83 ,P(J ,K ,I-I)=P87 .P(d ,K ,I )=P88 ,P(J ,K ,I+I)=P89 ,
P(J+i,K ,I)=P93 ,P(J-I,K÷I,I )=PIOS,P(J ,K+I,I-I)=P112,P(J ,K+I,! )=P113,
P(J,K+l,I÷l)=P114,P(J+1,K+l,I )=P11B,P(J-1.K+2,I )=P133,P(d ,K+2,I-1)=P13?.
P(j,K_2,I )=P138,P(J ,K+2.I÷l)=P139,P(J-I,K+2,1 )=P143]$
RTTL:
[P(d-1,K-2,I)=P33 ,P(J ,K-2,I-1)=P37 ,P(d ,K-2,I )=P38 ,P(d ,K-2,!+l)=P39 ,
P(_+1,K-2,I)=P43 ,P(U-1,K-I,I )=P58 ,P(U ,K-l,I-1)=P62 ,P(d ,K-I.I )=P63 .
p(j,K-l,I+l)=P64 ,P(J÷I,K-I,I )=P68 ,P(W-1,K ,I )=P83 ,P(J ,K ,I-1)=P8? ,
P(J,K .I )=PB8 ,P(d ,K ,I+I)=P89 ,P(_I.K ,I )=P93]$
SDPU :[P83,P8?,P88,P89,Pg3,P108,P112,P113,P114,P118,P133,P13?,P138,P13£,P143]$
SDPLO:[P33,P3?,P38,P39,P43,P58,P62,P63,P64,P68,P83,P8?,P88,P89,P93]$
LJKI :[J-2=jM2, J-I=JM1, J÷l=JPl, J+2=JP2, I-2=IM2, I-I=IM1, I+l=IPl, I÷2=IP2]$
/ .............................................................................. /
(CPU : SUBST(RTTU.CPU()), CPL : SUBST(RTTL.CPL()))$
(MATCHDECLARE([DIFF,A,B],TRUE), TELLSIMP('DIFF(A,B),CONCAT(A,B)) )$
( SDES:[XDI.XD2,XD3,XD4,XD5]. SDESI:[XDI,XD2], SDES2:[XD3.XD4.XDS] )$
DEPENDS([QXINF,QZINF].SDESI.[DDZXU,DDZYU,DCZXL,DDZYL],SDES2,01NF.XDI)$
DEPENDS(SDPU,SDES1,SDPLO,SDES1)$
FOR M:I THRU LENGTH(SDES1) DO ( DCPU[M]: DIFF(CPU,SDESI[M]),
DCPL[M]: DIFF(CPL,SDESI[M]) )$
(REMOVE(SDPU,DEPENDENCY), REMOVE(SDPLO,DEPENDENCY), KtLL(RULES))$
FOR L: 1THRU LENGTH(RTTU) DO ( RTTU[L] : SUBST(LJKI,RTTU[L]) )$





FOR L:I THRU LNR DO
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB,EVAL(RHS(RTT[L]))." = ",EVAL(LHS(RTT[L])),CR)) )$
TITLE4(STI,RRTT,DRD) := GENTRAN(LRSETQ(EVAL(CONCAT(STI.RRTT)).DRD))$
SUBRCX(ST1,ST2,ST3,M) := (TITLET(ST1,ST2,ST3),
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB."K = KUP" ,CR)), TITLEI(LENGTH(RTTU).RTTU),
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTTU) DO ( PNN: RHS(RTTU[L]), RTT: LHS(RTTU[L]),
GENTRAN(LITERAL(TAB,EVAL(PNN).EVAL(SDES[M])." = P",EVAL(RTT).CR)) ).
GENTRAN(LITERAL("C",CR,"C",TAB,"DCPU",CR)). TITLE4("CPU",SDES[M].DCPU[M]),
GENTRAN(L!TERAL(TAB."K = KLOW".CR)). TITLEI(LENGTH(RTTL),RTTL).
FOR L:I THRU LENGTH(RTTL) DO ( PNN: RHS(RTTL[L]). RTT: LHS(RTTL[L]).
GENTRAN(L!TERAL(TAB,EVAL(PNN),EVAL(SDES[M])," = P",EVAL(RTT).CR)) ),
GENTRAN(L!TERAL("C".CR,"C",TAB,"DCPL",CR)), TITLE4("CPL".SDES[M].DCPL[M]),
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P3.X02 _: J.K-2.(IP3$K02 J,K-2.[P1}
,43X02 :: JPl,_-2.Z)
PIIKD2 JM1,K-I,I)











































































ROOT CHORD 1.00 ASPECT RATIO
TIP CHORD 0.56 TAPER RATIO
MEAN CHORD 0.80 SEMI SPAN
AREA 1.16 L.E. SWEEP
REF. AREA 1.16 T.E. SWEEP
REF. CHORD 0.80 ROOT TWIST



































































































































































































ETA(12)" 0.564 ETA(16),- 0.769 ETA(20)-- 0.974
-20.0 -20.0 , _ -20.0
_ o.0 8 o.o ?_ 0.0
_ r; °d
_ _ u
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ETA(12)-- 0.564 ETA(16)- 0.769 ETA(20)- 0.974
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